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In this increasingly digitized world, many people often ask if libraries are still 
necessary. Have libraries or even books become obsolete? One look at The New York 
Public Library and the answer is clear: libraries have never been more important.

The numbers speak for themselves. In the last fiscal year, 18 million visitors came 
through the Library’s doors, while another 32 million visited nypl.org. Meanwhile, 
circulation and program attendance is setting records. Public high school students 
are borrowing books, and scholars are doing major research here. Job seekers 
continue to rely on our comprehensive resources at the Bronx Library Center and 
other locations. And our public computers were used for 3.6 million hours in FY 2012, 
a 160% increase from five years ago.

Together these facts underscore how essential the Library is to so many. Indeed,  
a recent report from the Center for an Urban Future strongly argues that the city’s 
public libraries have become an increasingly important part of New York’s “human 
capital” system. The report is succinct: “No other institution in New York serves so 
many different people in so many different ways.”

However, even as use soars, the Library continues to face severe fiscal challenges. 
Over the past five years, City funding for the Library has been steadily reduced, 
forcing NYPL to find ways to continue serving its patrons amid declining resources, 
and making private support even more crucial.

Despite these challenges, NYPL cannot—and will not—stand still. In the spring of 
2012, we unveiled a blueprint for the Library’s future that will create a center of 
inspiration for all New Yorkers in our Stephen A. Schwarzman Building on 42nd 
Street. We are also investing in our branches. High points include a new state-of-
the-art Teen Center at Hamilton Grange Library in Upper Manhattan and a major 
facade restoration at Jefferson Market Library in Greenwich Village.

We are also building our vital research collections, continuing to collect widely while 
attracting major gifts, including Mikhail Baryshnikov’s personal archives. And our 
critically acclaimed exhibitions are drawing record crowds, such as our Centennial 
exhibition, Celebrating 100 Years.

The Library’s many achievements and successes over the past year would be
unthinkable without the support of so many, including our staff, generous donors, 
Library members, tireless volunteers, and, not least, those great lovers of the 
Library—Trustees, past presidents, and my distinguished predecessors as Chairman. 
 
With thanks to all,

Neil L. Rudenstine
February 2013

“our public 
computers were 
used for 3.6 
million hours in 
FY 2012, a 160% 
increase from  
five years ago.”

letter from the presidentletter from the Chairman

“we increased the 
number of free 
events at nyPl to 
more than 55,000, 
while we expanded 
the number of 
computer classes 
to nearly 7,700, a 
more than 350% 
increase over the 
year before. but we 
aim to do more.”

This has been a time of new beginnings at The New York Public Library. As our iconic 
42nd Street branch embarked on its next 100 years following its Centennial in  
May 2011, both Neil Rudenstine, the Library’s Chairman, and I embarked on our first 
years leading this vital institution. And with Library use at an all-time high, we have 
worked to launch a series of new initiatives to ensure that the Library continues to 
meet the ever-changing needs of our patrons in the years to come.

We are committed to vastly expanding free programs and educational initiatives in 
our branches. In FY 2012, we increased the number of free events at NYPL to more 
than 55,000, while we expanded the number of computer classes to nearly 7,700,  
a more than 350% increase over the year before. We also offered more than 1,800 
ESOL classes to help recent immigrants learn English. But we aim to do more. Every 
day after school, 30,000 kids come to our branches. We should be providing the 
finest after-school program in the nation. We are also working to bring library books 
to every school in the city through a partnership with the Department of Education, 
which we launched as a pilot in fall 2011.

Through our Virtual Library initiative, we are striving to create a vibrant online 
community that complements and supports the irreplaceable work of our branches, 
while bringing digital tools to all New Yorkers. As digital literacy becomes increas-
ingly essential, we must guarantee that everyone has access to computers. More-
over, as more and more materials move online, we must ensure that patrons 
continue to have free access to books, in all formats, including e-books. We are 
proud of our groundbreaking efforts with the major publishers and other e-content 
providers to make more e-books available to libraries.

Finally, we are working to create a vibrant circulating library within the Stephen A. 
Schwarzman Building, uniting the world’s greatest research library with the books 
and services from our Mid-Manhattan Library and Science, Industry and Business 
Library. Designed by celebrated architect Norman Foster, this plan will restore the 
landmark to its original mission of serving all New Yorkers while maintaining its 
historic public spaces and greatly expanding services and facilities for scholars.

This is indeed our “Gutenberg moment.” We will and we must create the future of 
libraries here at NYPL. But our mission is constant. Carved into the wall of the 
Wachenheim Trustees Room at 42nd Street are these words of Thomas Jefferson: 

“I look to the diffusion of light and education as the resource most to be relied on for 
ameliorating the condition promoting the virtue and advancing the happiness of 
man.” That is the founding ideal of America, and of this institution. This is the very 
mission to which we recommit ourselves as we forge ahead.

Anthony W. Marx
February 2013
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nYpl BY tHe nuMBerS
pEOpLE | BOOkS+MORE

More people than ever before turned to  
the new york Public library in Fy 2012, seeking everything  

from books and e-books to computer classes, kids programs,  
job-search help, free english classes, and more.
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english for speakers of other  
languages (esol) classes

 18 million  12%  
FROM FY ’08

 Most Visited libraries

2.3 million visitors

1.4 million

bronx library center

science, industry and  
business library

new york Public library
for the Performing arts

stephen a.
schwarzman building

Mid-Manhattan library

679,979

423,079

347,868

people
total library Visits

exhibition attendance

Visits to nypl.org

programs and attendance 

 15%  
FROM FY ’0832 Million
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60,000 programs/1.2 million attendees

30,000 programs/600,000 attendees
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73%

87% 
FROM FY ’08

782,469
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BooKS+More  
Circulation

28 million 44%  
FROM FY ’08
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iTeMs  

nYpl laptop useHours of public Computer use
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total class 
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hello!
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FROM FY ’08
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FroM Fy ’08
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SEpTEMBER
the science, industry and business 
library (sibl) announces the  
winners of the new York Startup!  
2011 Business plan Competition.  
the top prize of $15,000 goes to Harlem 
resident denise adusei to launch a 
preschool in her neighborhood. 
 
the library waives fines incurred by 
children and teens as it launches its 
first-ever new Chapter program in 
collaboration with brooklyn Public 
library and Queens library. designed 
to encourage young patrons to return 
to their libraries and rediscover books, 
the monthlong amnesty benefits  
more than 240,000 kids.  
 
neil l. rudenstine begins his tenure  
as chairman of the board of trustees  
of the new york Public library. the 
former president of Harvard University 
succeeds catherine Marron, a member 
of the board since 1993 who served  
as chairman from 2004 to 2011.

nearly 400 young fans flock to the 
stephen a. schwarzman building to  
see supermodel tyra banks at the 
season premiere of teenlIVe. teens 
get a chance to hear about banks’s first 
novel, Modelland, which she wrote at 
the library, and hear what it takes to 
write a book. 

nyPl partners with the new york  
city department of education on a 
ground-breaking pilot program that 
allows 50,000 students from 83 public 
schools in the bronx, Manhattan, and 
staten island to borrow books directly 
from the library. the pilot, which is

designed to expand students’ access to 
books, is expanded to hundreds of 
schools citywide.
 
nyPl announces that its e-books  
can now be borrowed and read on 
Kindle e-readers. on the day the news 
goes out on social media, registrations  
on ebooks.nypl.org spike three times  
the average. 

  

OCTOBER 
the library opens the new Hamilton 
Grange teen Center, the first nyPl 
teen center in northern Manhattan. 
the 4,400-square-foot space offers  
30 computers, high-tech audiovisual 
equipment, and a performance space 
with bleacher seating.

More than 350 people attend Financial 
planning Day at SIBl. the event  
offers new yorkers a one-stop resource  
for the financial issues they’re most 
concerned about, including budgeting, 
investing, and retirement. in april, 
sibl’s Financial empowerment Day 
draws 300 participants.

JULY 2011 
Political science scholar anthony W. 
Marx succeeds Paul leclerc as  
the new york Public library’s President 
and ceo. in his first year, the former 
president of amherst college leads 
initiatives that increase educational 
programming at neighborhood libraries, 
improve services for researchers,  
and expand public access to e-books. 
He also launches a master planning  
process to bring a state-of-the-art  
circulating library to the stephen a. 
schwarzman building at Fifth avenue 
and 42nd street. 

the schomburg center for research  
in black culture opens two major 
exhibitions as its new director, kahlil 
Gibran Muhammad, takes the helm. 
romare Bearden: the Soul of 
Blackness/a Centennial tribute 
celebrates the prolific artist’s long  
life and career. Malcolm X: a Search  
for truth features diaries, manuscripts, 
and original drafts of speeches  
written by the political activist. 
 
dance icon Mikhail Baryshnikov 
donates hundreds of videotapes,  
personal recordings, photographs, 
documents, letters, and scrapbooks  
to nyPl. these treasures are later  
displayed at the new york Public 
library for the Performing arts,  
dorothy and lewis b. cullman  
center, in Mikhail Baryshnikov:  
An Archival Preview. 

 

AUgUST 
the top readers from nyPl’s 2011  
Summer reading program are honored 
on the field at yankee stadium and 
meet with yankees center fielder curtis 
Granderson in recognition of their 
achievements. More than 104,600 
children participated in nyPl’s program.

out of the Shadows: the Fashion  
of Film noir opens at the library  
for the Performing arts. the exhibition 
displays film stills, lobby cards, posters, 
and designs from a variety of  
Hollywood film noir releases of the 
1940s and early 1950s. the images  
of women presented in the exhibition 
reveal the continuing influence of film 
noir fashion on contemporary clothing.

the library hosts a Winnie-the-pooh 
Birthday Bash to celebrate the beloved 
literary bear’s 90th birthday. almost 750 
guests attend the party, where they 
enjoy cake and crafts. the original Pooh 
stuffed animal came to nyPl in 1987 
and lives in the children’s center at 
42nd street in the schwarzman building.  

SEpTEMBER 

romare Bearden’s serigraph Cinque (ca. 1975) 
is a portrait of the leader of the 1839 

slave revolt on The Amistad.

FY 2012 Highlights

MADE POSSIBLE BY THE GENEROUS SUPPORT OF

McGraw-Hill

NYPL.ORG/NEWCHAPTER

THROUGH OCTOBER 31!

START A NEW CHAPTER
GET BACK TO READING AT YOUR LOCAL LIBRARY

KIDS & TEENS

Bring back your overdue books, 
check out a new book,

and have your fines waived!
top: nyPl’s new Chapter program 

offered amnesty to children and teens 
who owed fines on overdue materials.

bottom: denise adusei won top prize 
in sibl’s new York Startup! 2011 

Business plan Competition.

Hamilton Grange’s teen Center debuted in october. the spacious area 

includes a performance space with bleacher seating and a media room.

once it’s been catalogued, Mikhail Baryshnikov’s personal 
archive will be available to dancers, students, scholars, and 
the public. the dancer made his gift to nyPl official in July.
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nOVEMBER 
new york city’s literary community 
gathers at the 2011 library lions Gala. 
Mayor Michael r. bloomberg and city 
council speaker christine c. Quinn 
join the library in feting the honorees, 
including novelist Jonathan Franzen, 
singer-songwriter natalie Merchant, 
author stacy schiff, novelist ian 
Mcewan, author isabel wilkerson,  
and playwright tony kushner. 
 
More than 900 new yorkers attend 
the First annual Workers needed 
Job Fair at the bronx library center. 
the fair offers job seekers a chance to 
meet hiring managers at a time when 
unemployment in the borough was 
close to 12 percent. 
 
the Birth of promotion: Inventing 
Film publicity in the Silent- 
Film era opens at the library for the 
Performing arts. among the  
advertisements and programs displayed 
are an original pro-Union sketch meant 
to advertise The Birth of a Nation, and 
publicity material for films that starred 
lillian Gish, Mary Pickford, rudolph 
Valentino, and others. 

DECEMBER 
budding scientists get an up-close 
look at the wonders of science during 
KidslIVe’s Mad science Holiday 
spectacular at the schwarzman building. 
other events include a show by the 
Paper bag Players and a reading by 
ice-skating champion and author kristi 
yamaguchi. 
 
the 10-week fall english for Speakers of 
other languages (eSol) session ends 
at 16 libraries. the popular program 
served almost 800 students from 75 
countries in 2012 and is undergoing a 
major expansion. 

nearly 5,000 library supporters gather 
at the library’s 30th annual Holiday 
open House for Friends of the library, 
a festive afternoon at the schwarzman 
building featuring live music, holiday 
carolers, crafts, storytelling, and more. 

 

JAnUARY 2012 
More than 600 library patrons receive 
hands-on help at nyPl’s new  
eBook Central drop-in clinics at Mid-
Manhattan library and the schwarzman 
building. these post-holiday sessions 
offer guidance about using tablet 
computers and e-readers to access 
nyPl’s nearly 22,000 e-books. 
 
the library’s Family Benefit: passport 
to adventure! transforms historic 
astor Hall into a wonderland inspired 
by children’s books set in foreign 
countries. the event raises much-
needed funds to support children’s 
services and programs at nyPl’s 87 
neighborhood libraries.

nyPl labs launches the Stereo-
granimator, a participatory website 
that encourages patrons to discover the 
library’s vast collection of historical 
stereographs. established in late 
2011, nyPl labs is an experimental 
technology unit within the library that 
develops new tools to help patrons 
engage with digital collections. other 
projects include Direct Me nYC 1940, 
which allows researchers to use nyPl-
digitized 1940 phone directories to 
better navigate census data, and What’s 
on the Menu?, which enlists patrons 
to help nyPl transcribe its renowned 
collection of historical menus. by the 
summer, more than 100,000 volunteers 
had transcribed 569,000 dishes from 
5,700 menus!

FEBRUARY 
Shelley’s Ghost: the afterlife  
of a poet opens at the schwarzman 
building. the exhibition, a collaboration 
between nyPl and the bodleian 
library at oxford University, includes 
sections from Mary shelley’s original 
Frankenstein manuscript on view for 
the first time in the U.s., along with 
diaries, letters, and family heirlooms. 
the library also releases the second 
installment of its award-winning free 
digital app, Biblion Frankenstein:  
the afterlife of Shelley’s Circle, 
which brings the exhibition to life, and 
explores how the classics resonate in 
modern society. it was later named a 
Parents choice recommended award 
winner for 2012.

teenlIVe presents popular urban 
literature author tracy brown at the 
st. George library center on staten 
island. other notable teenliVe guests 
include choreographer Jermaine brown 
and icelandic musician bjork, who 
introduces students to biophilia, her 
experiential music and science program. 
nyPl teen centers offer biophilia 
workshops throughout the year.  

the obama presidency: a look 
Behind the Scenes opens at the 
schomburg center. official white 
House photographer Pete souza’s  
56 photographs document nearly two 
years of President obama’s first term. 
a second exhibition, GMaD at 25: a 
History in Words and Images, opens in 
conjunction with the 25th anniversary 
of Gay Men of african descent (GMad), 
the oldest social services organization 
for black gay men in new york city.

nyPl labs’ What’s on the Menu project attracted 
more than 100,000 volunteers to help transcribe 

thousands of menus from the library’s vast 
collection. the menu for sweets restaurant in 

1960 included 289 dishes.

KidslIVe introduces children 
to music, theater, and hands-on 

science demonstrations, including 
experiments with dry ice.

nyPl’s library lions Gala honored (left to right) novelist 
Jonathan Franzen, singer-songwriter natalie Merchant, 
author stacy schiff, novelist ian Mcewan, author isabel 
wilkerson, and playwright tony kushner. 

Highlights in the exhibition Shelley’s Ghost: The 
Afterlife of a Poet included manuscripts by the 
19th-century romantic poet and his circle.

RADICAL

LOVER

ATHEIST

EXILE 

POET

SHELLEY ’S 
                  GHOSTTHE  AFTERLIFE  

OF A  POET

The New York Public Library 
Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, Sue and Edgar Wachenheim III Gallery 

FREE EXHIBITION 
February 24–June 24, 2012

Support for this exhibition has been generously provided by the A ronson and Pforzheimer Families. 

Support for The New York Public Librar y’s Exhibitions Program has been provided by Celeste Bartos, Sue and  
Edgar Wachenheim III, Mahnaz Ispahani Bartos and Adam Bartos Exhibitions Fund, and Jonathan A ltman.

FY 2012 Highlights
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MARCh 
lIVe from the nYpl, the library’s 
premier lecture series, brings  
nobel Prize winner eric kandel to the 
schwarzman building to discuss his 
book The Age of Insight. this season’s 
eclectic guests include John lithgow, 
Harry belafonte, russell simmons, rick 
rubin, Gilberto Gil, Joan didion, and 
Van cliburn. 

Celebrating 100 Years, the library’s 
centennial exhibition, closes after 
a record-breaking run. More than 
600,000 visitors—then the highest 
turnout for any library exhibition—
explored the more than 250 treasures 
from nyPl’s collections on display, 
ranging from 5,000-year-old sumerian 
cuneiform tablets to the first 
Gutenberg bible acquired in 
the americas to John coltrane’s 
handwritten score of Lover Man.

the schomburg center’s annual 
Women’s Jazz Festival features 
four nights of stellar performances, 
including Meshell ndegeocello, who 
takes the stage at a sold-out show that 
pays tribute to legendary singer nina 
simone. 
 
 
ApRIL 
the library for the Performing arts 
opens two exhibitions. the Great 
american revue: How Ziegfeld, 
White and their rivals remade 
Broadway features displays of 
original scores, costume designs, and 
production notes from these theatrical 
masterpieces, which were most 
popular between 1907 and 1938. Star 
Quality: the World of nöel Coward 
celebrates the famed englishman's 
accomplishments as a playwright, 
composer, actor, director, and painter.

MAY 
in response to a $43 million proposed 
city budget cut to nyPl, the library 
launches its protect Your roots, 
Support Your Branches public 
awareness campaign. it becomes the 
library’s most successful advocacy 
initiative ever as nearly 135,000 people 
submit letters of support for nyPl to 
their elected officials urging them to 
restore the library’s budget. as a result, 
the cut was reduced to $3 million.  

westchester square library in the 
bronx welcomes 500 new library 
cardholders during the annual 
neighborhood Fair at the Square 
celebration, while more than 400 
people write letters opposing proposed 
budget cuts that would severely curtail 
nyPl’s services and staff.  
 
author karen russell wins the 2012 
Young lions literary award for her 
debut novel, Swamplandia!, which 
she completed during her 2009–2010 
fellowship at the library’s cullman 
center for scholars and writers. 

JUnE 
lunch Hour nYC opens at the 
schwarzman building. the exhibition, 
which goes on to become the best-
attended exhibition in the library’s 
history, looks back at more than a 
century of made-in-new york midday 
meals, including the quick lunch, the 
school lunch, and the power lunch. a 
restored section of an original automat 
attracts history buffs, while hungry 
visitors grab a bite from popular food 
trucks parked near the library’s Fifth 
avenue plaza.

the new york Public library leads the 
readersFirst Initiative, a collaborative 
project to increase e-book access and 
services so that all library users have 
the same level of access to e-books as 
they do to physical books. with more 
than 100 library systems from across 
north america, nyPl urges e-content 
providers to revise their policies to 
meet the demands of a public growing 
more dependent on digital materials.  

More than 600 teens flock to 
antiprom 2012: Monster prom at 
the schwarzman building. the event, 
designed to provide an alternative, 
safe space for teens who do not feel 
welcome at official school proms, 
features a design nyPl fashion show  
of teen creations and live music.
 
Wall Street Journal reporter ellen 
e. schultz wins the 2012 new York 
public library Helen Bernstein Book 
award for excellence in Journalism at 
a ceremony marking the award’s 25th 
anniversary. Her book, Retirement Heist: 
How Companies Plunder and Profit from 
the Nest Eggs of American Workers,  
takes the prize from among five finalists 
and more than 100 submissions.  
 
the 2012 Brooke astor award is pre-
sented at the library’s spring Gala to 
education advocate seymour Fliegel 
in honor of his contributions to new 
york city public schools. Fliegel is 
president of the center for educational 
innovation–Public education 
association.

nyPl kicks off Summer reading 2012 
at seward Park library with a visit from 
Diary of a Wimpy Kid author Jeff kinney, 
plus a dancing chinese dragon, music, 
and magic tricks. More than 500 kids 
and teens attend the celebration, while 
many more get excited about reading 
at smaller kickoff celebrations held 
throughout the month at neighborhood  
libraries across nyPl. 

this iconic berenice abbott photograph 
was taken at an automat on eighth 
avenue in 1936. a restored section 
of an original automat served as the 
centerpiece for Lunch Hour NYC.

nobel laureate eric kandel took the 
stage at lIVe from the nYpl to share his 
thoughts about art and the unconscious.

the library’s 2012 advocacy campaign featured 
nyPl patrons whose lives have been changed by 
the library and its devoted staff members.

FY 2012 Highlights
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BoarD oF truSteeS

on July 1, 2011, anthony w. Marx became the new President of 

the new york Public library; on september 14, 2011, neil l. rudenstine

 became the new chairman of the library’s board of trustees.
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BoarD oF truSteeS As of februAry 13, 2013

Board of trustees of  
the new York public library
John H. banks iii

John P. birkelund*

samuel c. butler*

sila M. calderón

evan r. chesler

Joan Hardy clark*

sol neil corbin*

lewis b. cullman*

robert darnton

Gordon J. davis 

anne e. de la renta

James H. duffy*

H.r.H. Princess Firyal

barbara G. Fleischman*

Henry louis Gates, Jr.

barbara Goldsmith*

william Gray

alan c. Greenberg* 

louise l. Grunwald

John H. Gutfreund* 

ralph e. Hansmann* 

John b. Hess 

Mahnaz ispahani bartos

Patricia d. klingenstein*

robert liberman

scott d. Malkin

Victor Marrero

catherine c. Marron

Harold w. McGraw iii

raymond J. McGuire

robert b. Menschel*

abby s. Milstein

susan Morgenthau

toni Morrison*

suzanne c. Mueller*

susan M. newhouse*

Jessye norman

carl H. Pforzheimer iii*

richard l. Plepler

Harold Prince*

katharine J. rayner

david remnick

elizabeth rohatyn◊

Marshall rose◊

sandra Priest rose*

neil l. rudenstine◊

stephen a. schwarzman

robert b. silvers* 

dinakar singh

Gayfryd steinberg

Joshua l. steiner

James s. tisch

calvin trillin*

luis a. Ubiñas

edgar wachenheim iii◊

sue ann weinberg*

 
ex-officio trustees
anthony w. Marx
President and Chief Executive Officer

the Honorable  

Michael r. bloomberg
Mayor of the City of New York

Marjorie b. tiven 
Mayor’s Representative

the Honorable  

christine c. Quinn
Speaker of the City Council of New York

Peter rider
Speaker’s Representative

the Honorable John c. liu
Comptroller of the City of New York

leigh M. Miller
Comptroller’s Representative

Honorary trustees
kenneth s. axelson

timothy barakett

the Honorable  

donald M. blinken

edgar bronfman, Jr.

barry diller

robert r. douglass

andreas c. dracopoulos

Vartan Gregorian

conrad k. Harper

roger Hertog

Paul leclerc

John P. Mascotte

Hamish Maxwell

Henry a. Mckinnell

stanley G. Mortimer iii

diane s. ravitch

richard e. salomon

stephen stamas

alfred r. stern

tom wolfe 

presidents emeriti
Vartan Gregorian

Paul leclerc

Chairmen of the Board 
emeriti
samuel c. butler*

catherine c. Marron

elizabeth rohatyn◊

Marshall rose◊ 

* life trustee

◊ Foundation trustee

officers
neil l. rudenstine
Chairman of the Board

anne e. de la renta 

Joshua l. steiner
Vice Chairmen of the Board

evan r. chesler
Chairman, Executive Committee of  

the Board

anthony w. Marx
President and Chief Executive Officer

Jane aboyoun
Vice President and  

Chief Technology Officer

Jacqueline F. bausch
Vice President, Deputy General Counsel, 

and Assistant Secretary

todd M. corbin
Chief Investment Officer

anne l. coriston
Vice President for Public Service

Michele coleman Mayes
Vice President, General Counsel,  

and Secretary  

George d. Mihaltses
Vice President for Government  

and Community Affairs

david G. offensend
Chief Operating Officer,  

Chief Financial Officer, and Treasurer

Joanna M. Pestka
Vice President for Capital Planning  

and Construction

James Pisaniello
Vice President for Facilities Operations 

and Security

Jeffrey roth
Vice President, Finance and Strategic 

Initiatives, and Assistant Treasurer

louise shea
Vice President, Human Resources

ann d. thornton
Andrew W. Mellon Director of  

The New York Public Libraries

kenneth n. weine
Vice President for Communications  

and Marketing

Jennifer Zaslow
Vice President for Development

CoMMItteeS

executive Committee
evan r. chesler, Chairman

anne e. de la renta

william Gray

louise l. Grunwald

Mahnaz ispahani bartos

robert liberman

scott d. Malkin

Victor Marrero

catherine c. Marron 

raymond J. McGuire

abby s. Milstein

katharine J. rayner 

elizabeth rohatyn 

stephen a. schwarzman

Gayfryd steinberg

Joshua l. steiner

James s. tisch

luis a. Ubiñas

edgar wachenheim iii

anthony w. Marx, ex-officio

neil l. rudenstine, ex-officio

audit Committee
Victor Marrero, Chairman

John H. banks iii

Gordon J. davis

carl H. Pforzheimer iii

leigh M. Miller, ex-officio

neil l. rudenstine, ex-officio

Capital planning and Facilities 
Committee
robert liberman, Chairman

samuel c. butler

Gordon J. davis

Patricia d. klingenstein

Harold w. McGraw iii

abby s. Milstein

anthony w. Marx, ex-officio

neil l. rudenstine, ex-officio

Compensation and talent 
Development Committee
william Gray, Co-Chairman

raymond J. McGuire, 

Co-Chairman

sila M. calderón

evan r. chesler

edgar wachenheim iii

neil l. rudenstine, ex-officio

Marjorie b. tiven, ex-officio

Development Committee
anne e. de la renta, Co-Chairman

scott d. Malkin, Co-Chairman

samuel c. butler

Joan Hardy clark

lewis b. cullman

louise l. Grunwald

Mahnaz ispahani bartos

susan Morgenthau

richard l. Plepler

Gayfryd steinberg

anthony w. Marx, ex-officio 

neil l. rudenstine, ex-officio

olga Votis, non-trustee advisor

Finance Committee
James s. tisch, Chairman

John H. banks iii

samuel c. butler

John b. Hess

abby s. Milstein

susan Morgenthau

carl H. Pforzheimer iii

anthony w. Marx, ex-officio

leigh M. Miller, ex-officio

neil l. rudenstine, ex-officio

Investment Committee
edgar wachenheim iii, Chairman

John P. birkelund

samuel c. butler

dinakar singh

Joshua l. steiner 

nancy donohue, non-trustee advisor

anthony w. Marx, ex-officio

neil l. rudenstine, ex-officio

nominating Committee
stephen a. schwarzman, 

Co-Chairman

luis a. Ubiñas, Co-Chairman

anne e. de la renta

scott d. Malkin

richard l. Plelpler

katharine J. rayner

david remnick

elizabeth rohatyn

Joshua l. steiner

anthony w. Marx, ex-officio

neil l. rudenstine, ex-officio

program and policy 
Committee
Mahnaz ispahani bartos,  

Co-Chairman

abby s. Milstein, Co-Chairman

sila M. calderón

lewis b. cullman

robert darnton

James H. duffy

H.r.H. Princess Firyal

barbara G. Fleischman

Henry louis Gates, Jr.

barbara Goldsmith

susan Morgenthau

carl H. Pforzheimer iii

katharine J. rayner

sandra Priest rose

robert b. silvers

calvin trillin

sue ann weinberg 

anthony w. Marx, ex-officio

leigh M. Miller, ex-officio

Peter rider, ex-officio

neil l. rudenstine, ex-officio

Marjorie b. tiven, ex-officio

 As of februAry 13, 2013

DECEMBER 2011DECEMBER 2011

79,778 VISITORS

28

3.2 million VISITORS
TUESDAY

nYpl’s Busiest Day of the Week

Busiest Day of the Year

s      M       t       w     t        F      s

More 

nYpl BY tHe nuMBerS
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Patricia Mcbride

benjamin Millepied

arthur Mitchell

Mark Morris

Gillian Murphy

kyra nichols

nancy reynolds

Francia russell 

suki schorer

ethan stiefel

kent stowell

Paul taylor

Helgi tomasson

Violette Verdy

edward Villella

karin von aroldingen

Heather watts

christopher wheeldon

wendy whelan

damian woetzel

 
lawyers for the library 
Committee
evan r. chesler, Chairman

Joseph e. bachelder 

John a. bick

william H. bradley 

samuel c. butler

Michael H. byowitz 

H. rodgin cohen 

christopher t. cox 

barry H. Garfinkel

Jonathan Goldstein 

brad s. karp

Peter l. Malkin

Philip t. ruegger iii  

richard a. spehr

lGBt Initiative
Hermes Mallea, Co-Chairman

carey Maloney, Co-Chairman

rita Mae brown, 
Honorary Co-Chairman

tony kushner, 
Honorary Co-Chairman

edmund white,  
Honorary Co-Chairman

planned Giving advisory 
Board
Jan s. adams 

rozlyn anderson

Paul beirne 

amy G. bermingham

beverly Fanger chase

Henry christensen iii

lewis b. cullman

Judy daniels

william a. dreher 

Pamela ehrenkranz

ralph e. Hansmann

t. randolph Harris

katherine c. Hastings 

colleen Jones 

Gerard F. Joyce, Jr.

Mildred kalik

Jonathan l. koslow

Jayne M. kurzman

lawrence M. lipoff 

Jennifer Jordan Mccall

neal P. Myerberg

Gloria s. neuwirth

John c. novogrod

John J. o’neil 

carl H. Pforzheimer iii

Peter b. Phelan 

david e. ratcliffe 

Jonathan J. rikoon

Joshua s. rubenstein

eileen caulfield schwab

sandra t. shell 

Peter slater

barbara a. sloan

burt allen solomon

robert d. taisey

Marissa tracey

Jay d. waxenberg

sandra s. weiksner

Volunteers of the new York 
public library, 
the Volunteer Council

executive Committee
keith Glutting, Chairman 

robyn newmyer,  
Vice Chairman–Secretary

Helene kline, 
Vice Chairman–Treasurer

sherrel bader, 
Vice Chairman-at-Large

trudy reitz, 

Vice Chairman-at-Large

calvin bass

Peter boysen

Mary butler

Marydene davis

shirley Glaser

claudia Justy

Margaret k. kable

sarah lesser

Marie lunn

carmen Matthew

catherine ortiz

adele s. Paroni

Patricia Pickering

aida roman

ruth rosenfeld

benita watterworth

elayne weinstein

Young lions Committee
nicholas t. brown, 
Co-Chairman

kristin Fisher, Co-Chairman

Michael t. Jones, Co-Chairman

cristina alger

wes anderson

amanda Mccormick bacal

emma bloomberg

elizabeth cebron

sloane crosley

Jillian demling

louis V. Gerstner iii

Maggie Gyllenhaal

Uzodinma iweala

samhita a. P. Jayanti

Jennifer Joel

beth kojima

Jennifer 8. lee

ben loehnen

elissa lumley

karen Mulligan

andrea olshan

Marisha Pessl

Zibby right

elizabeth ross

Morwin schmookler

rohit singh

andrew ross sorkin

louisa thomas

Jessica tisch

nina von Moltke

Pam wasserstein

ashley wick

As of june 30, 2012

actor Billy Crudup hosted this year’s Young lions Fiction award in the Celeste Bartos Forum. Karen russell garnered  
the top honor for her novel Swamplandia!

7,694
FroM 
Fy ’11367%

Computer 
Classes

the president’s Council
louise l. Grunwald, Co-Chair

Gayfryd steinberg, Co-Chair

alice tisch, Co-Chair

library Council
susan Morgenthau, 

Co-Chairman

darren walker, Co-Chairman

Jesse angelo

elizabeth beier

claire benenson

lisa blau

Merilee bostock

ann brashares

lea brokaw

Jonathan burnham

Michael cahill

cecily M. carson

Joan Hardy clark

Virginia coleman

scott corwin

cécile david-weill

sharon davis

caroline dean

beth rudin dewoody

susan Fales-Hill

amanda Foreman

edward l. Gardner

louise Grunwald

samhita a.P. Jayanti

Jennifer Joel

beth kojima

Jane lauder

carol sutton lewis

robert Macneil

scott Malkin

Hermes Mallea

carey Maloney

elyse newhouse

andrea olshan

Hannah Pakula

katharine J. rayner

Gretchen rubin

Fiona rudin

andrew solomon

Gayfryd steinberg

Jeffrey toobin

olga Votis

caroline weber

william wright

linda yablonsky

richard Zinman

caryn Zucker

anthony Marx, Ex-officio

neil l. rudenstine, Ex-officio

Patricia klingenstein,  
Honorary Member

susan M. newhouse,  
Honorary Member

Financial Services leadership 
Forum advisory Committee
claire b. benenson, Co-Chairman

Judith r. ehrlich, Co-Chairman

leslie d. toepfer, Co-Chairman

lewis b. cullman,  
Honorary Chairman

Henry H. arnhold

leslie e. bains

andrew M. blum

samuel c. butler

Hon. william H. donaldson

louis V. eccleston

Harold ehrlich

william Freda

roy l. Furman

edward l. Gardner

leslie V. Godridge

alan c. Greenberg

Maurice r. Greenberg

edward s. Hyman

Henry P. Johnson

ann kaplan

todd lang 

alexandra lebenthal

sid lerner

catherine Marron

william J. Mcdonough

Harold McGraw iii

douglas l. Peterson

Peter G. Peterson

laura resnikoff

Paul schreiber

Hon. Muriel siebert

daniel H. stern

edgar wachenheim iii

lulu c. wang

Hon. John c. whitehead

Committee for the Jerome 
robbins Dance Division 
elizabeth o’brien, Chairman

Perry Granoff, Vice Chairman

william H. wright, ii,  
Vice Chairman

Peter kayafas, Secretary

allen Greenberg, Treasurer

theodore s. bartwink

sallie blumenthal 

dr. Jeffrey s. borer

arlene c. cooper

James duffy

Hubert Goldschmidt

caroline Hyman

nancy n. lassalle

kate lear

Madeleine M. nichols

Meg stillman

Jean sulzberger

Helen wright

advisory Council
danielle castronovo

Jacqueline Z. davis

Frederic Franklin

Genevieve oswald

charles Perrier

donald saddler

Jan schmidt

alexander schouvaloff

Friends of the Jerome robbins 
Dance Division
anne H. bass, Co-Chair

caroline cronson, Co-Chair

Honorary Members
Merrill ashley

Mikhail baryshnikov

Peter boal

Holly brubach

darcey bussell

angel corella

Jacques d'amboise

suzanne Farrell

alessandra Ferri

william Forsythe

cynthia Gregory

Paloma Herrera

barbara Horgan

allegra kent

Julie kent 

lourdes lopez

natalia Makarova

leaDerSHIp CoMMItteeS
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DonorS As of june 30, 2012

InDIVIDual anD 
FounDatIon GIFtS

Gifts, new pledges, and 
payments toward previous 
pledges of $1,000 or more 
made from July 1, 2011, to  
June 30, 2012, with the 
exception of gifts made 
toward benefit events.

Donors of $5,000,000 or More
anonymous

estate of brooke russell astor

timothy and Michele barakett 

Foundation

lewis b. cullman

roger and susan Hertog

scott and laura Malkin

Mr. and Mrs. donald b. Marron

the carl and lily Pforzheimer 

Foundation, inc. 

katharine Johnson rayner

Mr. and Mrs. Felix G. rohatyn

Mr. and Mrs. stephen a. 

schwarzman

steiner/linder Family 

sue and edgar wachenheim iii 

Mrs. John l. weinberg

the robert w. wilson 

charitable trust 

Donors of $1,000,000 to 
$4,999,999
the Jonathan & kathleen 

altman Foundation 

Mahnaz ispahani bartos and 

adam bartos

claire b. and lawrence a. 

benenson

Mr. and Mrs. samuel c. butler

carnegie corporation of  

new york

lois M. collier

anne e. de la renta

andreas and katerina 

dracopoulos

James H. duffy

e.H.a. Foundation, inc.

the Ford Foundation

estate of ruth Herdegen

Hermione Foundation

the JPb Foundation

Mr. and Mrs. robert liberman

estate of Marian o. naumburg

the samuel i. newhouse 

Foundation

Marshall rose

Helena rubinstein Foundation

eric and erica schwartz

estate of Helen k. schwartz

Marilyn and Jim simons

Joseph and sylvia slifka 

Foundation, inc

estate of leona sobel

Donors of $500,000 to 
$999,999
estate of Muriel allinson

the carson Family charitable 

trust

Mr. and Mrs. arnold M. 

Goldstein

ann kaplan

the andrew w. Mellon 

Foundation

estate of elinor Plimack

the Polonsky Foundation

estate of rhoda rappaport

estate of Harold F. smith

Judith and stanley Zabar

Donors of $250,000 to 
$499,999
anonymous

the Hugh leander adams, 

Mary trumbull adams and 

Hugh trumbull adams Public 

library Fund

estate of doris alperdt

altman Foundation

the aronson and Pforzheimer 

Families

estate of elsa a. burrows

estates of robert and Vineta 

colby

estate of dorothy Geller

barbara Goldsmith Foundation

estate of bernice Grohskopf

Virginia James

estate of Jane steele Murray

the carroll and Milton Petrie 

Foundation

rockefeller brothers Fund

sandra Priest rose

 
Donors of $100,000 to 
$249,999
anonymous

Helen and roger alcaly

estate of Mauro calamandrei

estate of Helen V. chaplin

Joan Hardy clark

doris duke charitable 

Foundation

the william and dewey 

edelman charitable trust, 

kenneth l. stein, trustee

a SpeCIal tHanKS to our DonorS
we are deeply grateful to donors at every level, all of whom make it possible for the new york 
Public library to continue the essential services that people in new york, across the nation, and
around the world count on every day.

barbara G. Fleischman 

Friends of webster library

estate of creighton Gilbert

the Gilder lehrman institute of 

american History 

william Gray and diana 

romney Gray

estate of constance H. Havrilla

Hive digital Media learning 

Fund in the new york 

community trust

the rona Jaffe Foundation

estate of Marion kahn

Mr. kevin and dr. karen 

kennedy

the walter c. kronke revocable 

living trust

estate of timothy leary

dorothy loudon Foundation/

lionel larner

Howard and abby Milstein

estate of olga worrall “dusty” 

Pierce

cherie Henderson and david 

Poppe

the Jerome robbins 

Foundation, inc.

estate of david shulman

estate of Meyer smolen

the Harold and Mimi steinberg 

charitable trust

antoinette delruelle and 

Joshua l. steiner 

Mr. and Mrs. James s. tisch

the winston Foundation

Donors of $50,000 to $99,999
anonymous 

estate of shepard alexander

estate of Gwendolen M. 

appleyard

estate of calvin artke

the arts and letters 

Foundation

Gillian attfield

bostock Family Foundation

Valentino d. carlotti

community Funds, inc.– 

robert r. asiel Memorial Fund

estate of Florence s. daniels

epstein teicher Philanthropies

Joan Granlund

the Marc Haas Foundation

estate of andrew Heiskell

Mr. and Mrs. John klingenstein

beth and christopher kojima 

raymond J. McGuire

estate of barbara M. 

McMenemy

the ambrose Monell 

Foundation

Henry and lucy Moses Fund, 

inc.

the new york community 

trust–the Peter G. Peterson 

and Joan Ganz cooney Fund

oceanic Heritage Foundation 

lynne and richard Pasculano

estate of Jerome robbins

estate of Jean schoales

thea siegel

solon e. summerfield 

Foundation, inc.

the buddy taub Foundation, 

dennis a. roach and Jill roach, 

directors

Mary ellen von der Heyden

sidney J. weinberg, Jr. 

Foundation

Mrs. Giles whiting Foundation

Donors of $25,000 to $49,999
anonymous 

the arthur Foundation

the barker welfare Foundation

the david berg Foundation, inc.

Mr. and Mrs. John P. birkelund

scott and roxanne bok

Mr. and Mrs. evan r. chesler

steven a. cohen and  

alexandra M. cohen 

Foundation, inc.

John M. conklin

barbara and Joseph ellis

ruby b. Fleming trust

Jacqueline Fowler

Mary ann Fribourg

wilbur M. Fullaway in memory 

of elizabeth F. Jacobsen 

arlyn and edward Gardner

estate of anthony Geiss

louis V. Gerstner iii

stephen and cathy Graham

kathryn and alan c. Greenberg

estate of shep Greenberg

Mrs. Henry a. Grunwald

the Hagedorn Fund

rhoda r. Herrick

Marlene Hess and  

James d. Zirin

estate of dorothy dall 

Horowitz

carl Jacobs Foundation

ann and Michael Jenkins

ann kaplan and robert 

Fippinger

william w. karatz

estate of e. Valerie klaus

isabel and Peter l. Malkin

Peter a.b. Melhado

robert b. Menschel

edward & sandra Meyer 

Foundation

susan and robert Morgenthau

estate of Murray nathan

the new york community 

trust–wallace special  

Projects Fund

the new york community 

trust–Judith and stanley  

Zabar Fund

elyse and Michael newhouse 

susan and donald newhouse

kate and robert niehaus

carole and Morton olshan

nancy and Fred Poses

the Prospect Hill Foundation

estate of bridie e. race

Mr. and Mrs. william P. rayner

estate of Joan rhodes

daniel and Joanna s. rose

the Fan Fox and leslie r. 

samuels Foundation, inc.

bernard and irene schwartz

estate of Florence schwartz

Mr. and Mrs. eric P. sheinberg

the shubert Foundation, inc.

Mark s. siegel

ann M. spruill and daniel H. 

cantwell

barbara H. stanton

Michael and Joan steinberg 

Mr. and Mrs. saul steinberg

estate of lucille sunshine

Mr. and Mrs. thomas tisch

Mel and lois tukman

katrina vanden Heuvel

Mr. and Mrs. George t. Votis

Mary J. wallach

Mary l. and Jane w. williams 

trust

Mr. and Mrs. Jaime e. yordán

anthony and nanar yoseloff

Donors of $1,000 to $24,999
anonymous 

billye s. aaron

susan abanor and Harold s.a. 

woolley

diane and arthur abbey

Joseph and sophia abeles 

Foundation

lynn and seth abraham

ronnie and lawrence d. 

ackman

actors’ equity Foundation, inc.

arthur F. and alice e. adams 

charitable Foundation

Margot adams

Mr. and Mrs. steven addair

Mr. and Mrs. J. david adler

arun r. adya in memory of 

surekha adya

arlene and alan alda

Josephine r. alger

estate of betty algren

barbara allen

elizabeth alston

cetie nippert ames and 

anthony ames

the anbinder Family 

Foundation

k. tucker andersen

kathleen s. andersen

carol l. anderson

estate of leonora M. anderson

Velma anderson

Jesse angelo

irwyn and lucille applebaum

$180
amount first-
grader Helen 
stone raised  
for nyPl with her 
Upper west side  
lemonade stand

Helen Stone set up an impromptu lemonade stand outside Morningside 
Heights library to help nYpl as it faced looming budget cuts.
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nancy aranow

arcus Foundation

Martha and thomas G. 

armstrong

Henry H. arnhold–arnhold 

Foundation

Jody and John arnhold

ellen l. asher

e. nelson asiel

Janet Jeppson asimov

the askPhilosophers Fund

the atlantic Philanthropies 

director/employee 

designated Gift Fund

atran Foundation, inc.

anna r. austin

Francis M. austin, Jr.

clarence avant

kenneth and roberta axelson 

Family Fund of the Maine 

community Foundation

babbitt Family charitable trust

walt and elizabeth bachman

barbara bady

louis J. baldwin

John banks iii and lisa Gomez

Mark barres

Francis P. barron and eve b. 

sundelson

susan brown barry

the theodore H. barth 

Foundation, inc.

theodore s. bartwink

nan bases in memory of  

Joseph and Muriel bases

anne H. bass

bruce baughman

the bay and Paul Foundations

the Howard bayne Fund

nancy Jones beard Foundation

susan beckerman

david beer

elizabeth beier

Paul beirne

evelyn benjamin

wayne benjamin

alex berenson

norman e. berg

Judy and Howard berkowitz

Mimi c. berman-sandler

robert a. bernhard

elaine s. bernstein

Mr. and Mrs. raphael bernstein

rajeev bhaman and sumangala 

Prabhu

Felix G. bhandari

bialkin Family Foundation

dr. stanton F. biddle

charles e. binder

Joan bingham

samantha biro

Jessica and Jeremiah blatz

lisa J. and Jeff blau

estate of Florence J. bloch

the bloomberg Family 

Foundation, inc.

emma b. bloomberg and 

christopher Frissora

blum-Merians Foundation, inc.

neil blumenthal

betty J. bobrow

robert l. bolling

Mr. and Mrs. scott bommer

dr. and Mrs. Jeffrey s. borer

dorothy a. borg

Francele and George t. boyer

susan braddock

edna l. breecker

shira and lee bressler

estate of Margaret broadbent

Mr. and Mrs. 

clifford V. brokaw iV

stacey and Matthew bronfman

the brown Foundation, inc. of 

Houston

cecily brown

constance a. brown

elizabeth a.r. and ralph s. 

brown, Jr.

karin brown

Mona and simon e. brown

nick brown

suzanne J. brown and chris 

calabia

Gloria J. browner

clyde and diane brownstone

d.J.r. bruckner

Jeffrey e. brummette and 

donna M. lancia

Jerome bruner

sander and norma k. buchman 

Fund

reverend c. Frederick and 

Judith M. buechner

robert s. buford, Jr.

andrea r. and Michael buman

J. burgess

irving burgie

Jonathan burnham

ildiko butler

nina bykow

estate of Jayne k. campbell

yvonne t. cappello

robert and Patricia carey

audré carlin

chester and dorris carlson 

charitable Fund

brenda and kenneth carmel

Franklin J. carmel

robert l. carter

Kids of all ages enjoy nYpl’s children’s rooms, where librarians hold frequent story hours for babies, toddlers, preschoolers, and school-age book lovers.

elizabeth a. castelli

Jennifer chaitman

leslie chang and ben appen

Michael e. charles

Howard chase

amanda chen

yung chen

Jim chervenak

diane M. chesnut

diana childress

Mrs. thomas H. choate

Michaela and david clary

Jane e. clifford

Margot P. close

Jonathan l. cohen

dr. and Mrs. noel cohen

Phoebe cohen

barbara and bertram J. cohn

the Peter a. and elizabeth s. 

cohn Foundation, inc.

theodore and alice cohn

stuart H. coleman

P&c collins Fund

estate of Gernando 

colombardo

ronald and roberta columbus

arlene c. cooper

Paula cooper and Jack Macrae

rebecca cooper

Joseph e. copeland

alison and todd M. corbin

barbara robinson costas and 

andres F. costas-centivany

the cowles charitable trust

douglas s. cramer and Hugh 

bush

susan r. cullman and John J. 

kirby

Francesca M. curtin

r.b. curtis

Judy and aaron daniels

Peggy and richard M. danziger

norma J. darden

robert and susan darnton

Gordon J. and Peggy c. davis

kimberly davis

sharon and christopher c. 

davis

Patricia M. de angelis

richard de christoford

elizabeth de cuevas

sylvia de cuevas

ellen M. deibert and Michael 

J. Quinn

Mr. and Mrs. oscar de la renta

the Gladys krieble delmas 

Foundation

Marie de lucia and lee solot

carol dempster

christine denham and  

robert stein

elisabeth de Picciotto

elizabeth derosa

davida and alvin deutsch

estate of Patricia burke deutsch

ellen and Pierre de Vegh

david de weese

beth rudin dewoody

the dex Family Foundation

Hester diamond

the irene diamond Fund

ruth dickler

thomas J. dillman

Joe and diana diMenna

cleveland H. dodge 

Foundation, inc.

Howard dodson

daniel l. dolgin and loraine F. 

Gardner

Vivian donnelley

eugenia G. dooley

andrea dorfman

dorot Foundation

the double-r Foundation

dr. and Mrs. Frank l. douglas

Jean douglas

Joyce doyle

Jean and louis dreyfus 

Foundation

Jacqueline H. dryfoos

Joan and wolcott  

b. dunham, Jr.

Marianne dunleavy

Joan dyer

estate of winifred e. edmead

elizabeth e. ehrenfeld

Heyward ehrlich

Judith and Harold b. ehrlich

Julie c. eichenberger

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice 

eisenstadt

nancy and Henry elghanayan

linda a. & James H. ellis Fund

elsam Fund

carol emshoff

the Phima and stanley 

engelstein charitable trust

Glenn enoch

Martha escobar

catherine e. eulau

dr. deborah Matthews evans

robert and Margaret Fagenson

Fleur Fairman

linda Fairstein

Jody Falco and Jeffrey steinman

Mary Hanna Farag and 

Gabrielle Provencher in 

memory of yves Provencher

deborah brightman Farone

Helen bernstein Fealy

Florence Fearrington

ruth M. and arthur a. Feder

Fein Foundation

Maurice and carol Feinberg 

Family Foundation

yoseph Feit

Hortense F. Feldblum

catherine s. Felleman

Priscilla P. Ferguson

edward and Paula Fichtner

elinor tomback Fine

Michael J. Fine, Fine creative 

Media

kristin Fisher and charles M. 

allen

dr. Martin Fisher in memory 

of Matt Meyers

dr. eugene s. Flamm

wendy r. Flanagan

evan Flecker

susan and arthur Fleischer, Jr.

Martha J. Fleischman

estate of Frederick G. Flersheim

Margaret and Howard Fluhr

clarita Fodor

ellen l. Fogle

Victoria and david Foley

connie and theo Folz

34,841 number of library Friends 
and Schomburg members

Musician Gilberto Gil performed and spoke at the Schwarzman Building in 
november as part of lIVe from the nYpl’s rolex arts Weekend. 
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Michael t.M. Jones and 

dana wallach Jones

Vernon e. Jordan, Jr.

laurence r. Jurdem

Margaret kable

dr. david kahn

emily Mason kahn

dr. norman kahn

irwin kallman

the kandell Fund

dr. bernee V. kapili

barbara t. kaplan

estate of emma nogrady 

kaplan

Martin e. and laurie kaplan

Pat and Paul d. kaplan

estate of Judith e. karnas

karen katen

audrey s. katz

Florence and robert kaufman

stephen P. kaufman

Mrs. Harry l. kavetas

Peter kayafas

ezra Jack keats Foundation, inc.

terrence kelleman

anna-Maria kellen

donald P. and byrd M. kelly 

Foundation

elaine P. kend

leona kern

nizam Peter kettaneh

Miller khoshkish Foundation

stephen and susan kippur

david l. klein, Jr. Foundation

Jane and charles klein

Virgilia and walter klein

the walter c. klein Foundation

beth t. kleinbart and Morrie i. 

kleinbart

elysabeth kleinhans

luisa and karl knapp

Frances knight

estate of lotte kohler

John w. kondulis

James koo

thomas koo

lewis and sharon korman

alan w. kornberg and Harold 

J. koda

daniel J. kornstein

John and evelyn kossak 

Foundation

ivor kraft

daniel r. kramer

stephen kramer

sidney & Judith kranes 

charitable trust

estate of catherine krauss

dorothy and Jerome kretchmer

robert d. and carol H. krinsky

krueger charitable Foundation

Mark krueger charitable Fund 

of the tides Foundation

the kurr Foundation

James laForce and stephen G. 

Henderson

nanette l. laitman

Helen and James J. lally

bill lambert

Peter and deborah lamm

loeber and barbara landau

in memory of louise lander 

eugene M. lang

ira n. langsan and lillian 

langsan Philanthropic Fund

sterling lanken

angela lansbury

nancy n. lassalle

bernard and Frances laterman

Marta Jo lawrence

starling r. lawrence

david and susan lazarus 

sandra lazo and donald H. 

layton

Paul leclerc and Judith 

Ginsberg

dr. richard c. ledes

susan H. lees

Jennifer lehner

Grace leight

Judith s. and edwin deane 

leonard

sidney and Helaine lerner

the Muriel and norman b. 

leventhal Family Foundation

Phyllis lee levin

karen levine

ruth and david levine

saul and natalie levinson

barbara and s. Jay levy

leon levy Foundation

the lewart Family charitable 

trust

elizabeth c. rivers lewine 

endowment of coastal 

community Foundation of sc

bertha and isaac liberman 

Foundation, inc.

carol licht

Mr. and Mrs. arthur lindenauer

lucia woods lindley

irene ling

albert lingelbach

Fritz and lee link

barbara k. and ira a. lipman

amanda and tom lister

the lucius n. littauer 

Foundation

arthur l. loeb

Margaret and daniel s. loeb

ben loehnen and Peter 

wertheim

the Frederick loewe 

Foundation, inc.

susie lopez

sherif lotfi

lovinger Family Foundation

Milton J. lowenstein

George and Pier lowy

Heather lubov

linda J. luca

Joanne lyman

Jennifer lynch and edmond 

Fitzgerald

Virginia s. lyon

thomas G. Maccracken

robert and donna Macneil

estate of Gershona Maden

Paula and John a. Mahoney

alice l. Mairs

Jennifer Fritz Maitland

alexander J. Maldutis

bella Malinka

rachelle and anthony e. Malkin

Hermes Mallea and carey 

Maloney

barbara and J. robert Mann, Jr.

sandra Mann

Grace r. and alan d. Marcus 

Foundation, daniel and 

Geraldine soba

Markle Foundation

the Marks Family Foundation

lucy Marks and scott sprinzen

Victor Marrero

donna e. Marshall

anthony Marx and karen 

barkey

the Virginia and leonard Marx 

Foundation

Margaret Mastrianni

Mathis Pfohl Foundation

Priscilla and George Matouk

Margaret P. Mautner

diane and adam Max

Georgene and Hamish Maxwell

estate of appolonia Mayer

Harriet Mayer

the Helen r. & Harold c. Mayer 

Foundation

elizabeth d. Mazza

louise H. Mccagg

lisa and ryan Mccorvie

kristin a. Mcdonough

eileen M. Mcevoy

Hannah and Gavin McFarland

Julia a. McGee

ann McGovern scheiner

estate of toni Fox

Joseph France

edmond d. Franco

Joele Frank and laurence 

klurfeld

lauren and brian Frank

thomas w. and claire w. 

Frank Fund of the new york 

community trust

ivy M. Fraser

robin and david Freedman

the Freedom Forum

Peter c. Freeman

the Frelinghuysen Foundation

donald Fried

barbara Friedberg

John Friedland

lee and Maria Friedlander 

Family Foundation

Marilyn Friedman and thomas 

block

Peter r. Friedman

sylvia Friedman

Holly Fullam

Marilyn Jacobs Furey

estate of nina Galen

Mr. and Mrs. Francesco Galesi

Gerald and Marion Galison

Patricia M. and Victor F. Ganzi

Johanna and leslie Garfield

katherine Garrett

the Gellin-Zalaznick 

Foundation, inc.

egon Gerard

estate of Jerome Gewirtz

elizabeth Gilbert

britt-louise Gilder

Joan and Jonathon Gillette

wendy Gimbel and douglas 

liebhafsky

sonia raiziss Giop charitable 

Foundation

Max and elisabeth G. Gitter

rosalind and eugene J. Glaser

Henry P. Godfrey

alexandra c. and r.G. Goelet

alix G. Goelet

Joan Marlow Golan

elmera Goldberg

edward and Marjorie 

Goldberger Foundation

Jean Golden

sibyl r. Golden

constance elaine Golding

robyn and Paul Goldschmid

beatrice c. Goldschmidt

Hubert Goldschmidt

donna Golkin

elizabeth Marsteller Gordon

dr. susan G. Gordon and dr. 

edmund w. Gordon

wendy Gorman

barbara Gottlieb

the Gould and shenfeld 

Families

yvette and larry Gralla

Perry b. Granoff

the Green Fund, inc.

walter and lola Green

allen Greenberg

Jerome Greenberg

kimberly and Jeffrey Greenberg

stephen n. Greenberg

the david and alan Greene 

Family Foundation

Gail Gregg

susan l. Griffith and david s. 

neill

teresa M. Grimm

barbara Grodd

Patricia H. Grodd and  

Michael s. stone

the Grodzins Fund

Mr. and Mrs. John M. Gross

larry Guffey

Jan M. Guifarro

agnes Gund

robert w. Gutman

warren l. Habib and alexis P. 

walker

bruce noel Hadley

ilse Haefele

Peter and Helen Haje

kathleen diana Hale

christina l. Halpern

Mimi Halpern

George a. Hambrecht and 

andrea Fahnestock

anne weitz Hamburger and 

david Hamburger

bryanne and thomas Hamill

doris and ralph e. Hansmann

the Harburg Foundation, inc.

anne and James H. Harding

the Harkness Foundation for 

dance

Harnisch Family Philanthropies

Gerry Harper

Mary w. Harriman Foundation

Jessica Harris

Marion o. Harris

bishop robert w. Harris

Grace w. Harvey

arthur Hausman

ego and cassianna Hayes

catherine and donald Heald

the lenore linsky Hecht 

Foundation, inc.

douglas r. Heidenreich

lisa Heinz

donald F. Heisel

t. walter Heiser

Mrs. andrew Heiskell

russell d. Hemenway

estate of Mary c. Henderson

carla Hendra

dr. and Mrs. Joel Herschman

Helene Herzig

Marilyn berger Hewitt

barbra b. and Hal F. 

Higginbotham

tania and brian Higgins

the Family of kenneth and 

Janice stanton Hines

sondra a. Hodges

ira s. Holder

Jenny Holzer

roni Horn

Horncrest Foundation, inc.

estate of chase Horton

charlene wang Howe

Mary ann Howkins

Joyce Huang

nancy M. Hughes

Hugoton Foundation

Mary and John e. Hull

Humanist trust

Pauline w. Hunt

blair Husain

caroline Hyman

charles b. Hyman

charles Huff Hyman

isabelle and Jerome e. Hyman

warren F. ilchman

theodore iorio

irvine Foundation 

laura and alan isenberg

Uday b. ivatury and laura H. 

tolkow

estate of clifford Jackson

ellen and arnold Jacobs

anita and robert Jacobson

Jean Jacobson

the richard & natalie Jacoff 

Foundation, inc.

karen and Peter Jakes

lauretta Jakobsen

william and weslie Janeway

linda and Morton Janklow

ruth b. Jarmul and irvin a. 

rosenthal

Pamela Jarvis and anthony e. 

davis

samhita and ignacio Jayanti

thomas Jayne

Ulysese Jefferson

Jephson education trusts

estate of antoinette Johnson

carolyn n. Johnson

Patricia Johnson

Phyllis la Farge Johnson

rita Gail Johnson

at nYpl, children learn about science and art in workshops that introduce them 
to such subjects as the world of insects, the solar system, and printmaking.

nyPl enews
169,693

Facebook
55,974

Foursquare
51,048

tumblr
40,680

twitter
211,583

nYpl online Community

MORE ThAn hALF A MILLIOn STROng
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James McGrogan

laurel J. Mckee

John a. Mckinney

constance and H. roemer 

McPhee

James Mcspiritt

the edith Meiser Foundation

katherine and Joseph P. Mele

Paul r. Mendelsohn

the Janis & alan Menken 

Foundation

Joyce Menschel

richard and ronay Menschel

eugene Mercy, Jr.

norman Messiah

Metro-Manhattan chapter of 

the links 

robert e. Meyerhoff and rheda 

becker

syva lee Meyers

betsy s. Michel, Jockey Hollow 

Foundation

Payne w. Middleton

Milbank Memorial Fund

erin F. Miller

barbara b. Millhouse

Junius Mills

sally Minard and norton 

Garfinkle

Joan Mintz and robinson 

Markel

doris s. and thomas J. Miree

the leo Model Foundation

Gwen a. Moffat

Henriette Montgomery

katherine c. Moore

cynthia Morales

Juliette M. Moran

Howard l. Morgan

thomas b. Morgan and 

Haddassah brooks Morgan

in honor of avner Moriah

enid and lester s. Morse, Jr.

charlotte Moss and barry s. 

Friedberg

anne and charles Mott

cindy Moy

dr. khalil G. Muhammad

the donald r. Mullen Family 

Foundation

irene stober Murphy

n.c. aventales aG

Marcia nabut

Frances e. and Frederic s. 

nathan

Mary kathryn and alexander 

navab

Mark nelkin

carol netzer

the new york community 

trust–the ada Fund

the new york community 

trust–the beacon Group Fund

the new york community 

trust–Henry birnbaum Fund

the new york community 

trust–the bonnie cashin Fund

the new york community 

trust–suzanne c. and carl M. 

Mueller charitable Fund

new york women in Film & 

television

Hope and Joshua newman

stanley newman and brian 

rosenthal

Madeleine M. nichols

diane a. nixon

carol and david norr

Francesca stanfill nye and 

richard b. nye

Jane o’connor

betty odabashian

o’donnell iselin Foundation

sylvan and ann oestreicher 

Foundation

david G. and Janet M. 

offensend

anita o’Gara

ruth o’Hara

otieno J. okatch

the old stones Foundation

nancy s. olson

Paula J. omansky

abby & George o’neill trust

open society institute

Paula oppenheim

Martin J. and Helene G. 

oppenheimer

orentreich Family Foundation

sally and Michael orr

nicole and bruce Paisner

Moses l. Parshelsky Foundation

dailey and Gordon b. Pattee

Mr. and Mrs. brook s. Payner

dr. benjamin F. Payton

regina Pearlmutter

Peck stacpoole Foundation

cynthia and d. Jeffery Penney

James Periconi and alice 

Mccarthy

anne Perkins

abraham Perlman Foundation, 

inc.

carl and betty Pforzheimer

Peter Phelan

yesim and dusty Philip

Marion a. Piggee, Jr.

Pine tree Foundation of new 

york, inc.

betsy Pinover-schiff and 

edward l. schiff

conni Pitti

betsy and robert Pitts

claudia Polite

cynthia Hazen Polsky

Maria Popova

lise Porter and arthur r. Matin

dr. robert t. Porter

beth a. Potter

lorna Power

daisy Prince

lisa and Jonathan Pruzan

yvonne s. Quinn

sangeetha ramaswamy

estate of alice rand

dr. raymond w. ransom

roslyn raskin

celeste and Joseph M. rault iii

nancy raybin

neil readwin

the reed Foundation

edith t. reed

angela M. reid

laura b. resnikoff

the karl F. reuling Fund

charles H. revson Foundation

eugene rhee

the rice Family Foundation

Peggy s. rice

John and lynne richards

Fred and rita richman

neil c. rifkind

louise and leonard riggio

andrew and Zibby schwarzman 

right

chretien b. risley

sheila Johnson robbins in 

honor of ellen Jacobs

eileen robert

kathleen roberts

Mr. and Mrs. eugene robinson

dr. and Mrs. Franklin l. 

robinson

david rockefeller

steven and barbara rockefeller

the rodgers & Hammerstein 

Foundation

Mary rodgers and Henry 

Guettel

Phyllis G. roe

desiree rogers

elizabeth and theodore c. 

rogers

ronald s. rolfe

dr. elliott c. rosch

emily rose and James Marrow

dr. Paulette rose

the theodore t. & Hilda rose 

Foundation

Mr. and Mrs. benjamin M. 

rosen

richard and Joyce rosen

Mrs. alexander rosenberg

elizabeth and robert 

rosenman

the rosenthal Family 

Foundation–Jamie rosenthal 

wolf, david wolf, rick 

rosenthal and nancy 

stephens 

ann e. rosenthal

in memory of Helen Miller 

rosenthal 

Michael rosenthal

ruth & samuel J. rosenwasser 

charitable trust

elizabeth ross

Jeffrey roth

richard roth Foundation

Francine and alan Miles 

rothenberg

Miriam and samuel rotrosen

Valerie and Jack rowe

Gretchen and Jamie rubin

Frederic and susan rubinstein

neil and angelica rudenstine

nicholas rudenstine

Fiona and eric rudin

May and samuel rudin Family 

Foundation, inc.

susan rudin

Philip t. ruegger iii, esq.

charles rush

st. John’s University

a & J saks Foundation

caroline samuels and Michael 

sturmer

stark and Gemma sands

regina and dennis santella

carol and lawrence saper

ellen sargent and stephen 

nicholas

John and constance sargent

James sargis

louisa sarofim 

elisa M. scatena

sophia d. schachter

betty and Paul schaffer

simon schama and Virginia 

Papaioannou

charles e. scheidt

sylvia and robert scher 

charitable Foundation

Judy and Marty scherzer

sarah i. schieffelin residuary 

trust

abby and Jeremy schiffman

susan and bruce schlechter

walter J. schloss

Mary c. schlosser

Morwin schmookler

adolph and ruth 

schnurmacher Foundation, 

inc.

kay and bill schrenk

ruth and Julian schroeder

kimberly k. schulhof

charles and lynn schusterman 

Family Foundation

susan e. schuur

estate of Miriam schwager

ann k. schwalbenberg

andrew schwarz

ellen and teddy schwarzman

robert a. schwinger

estate of beverly n.d. scott

elizabeth and stanley d. scott

Paul H. sears

Martin e. segal

susan seo

william r. and barbara a. 

serpe

abdulalim shabazz

dr. and Mrs. stephen shafer

Molly and Joseph sheehan

Mr. and Mrs. Peter l. sheldon

Murray G. and beatrice H. 

sherman charitable trust

donald shire

daria shishkin

alexandra shiva and Jonathan 

sherman

Gil shiva

the edith Glick shoolman 

children’s Foundation

Jennifer M. shotwell

Marlene and edward shufro

ira sibulkin

Muriel siebert

estate of Mona silver

robert b. silvers

larry a. silverstein

simon Property Group in 

memory of donald s. rubin

esther simon charitable trust

the sidney, Milton and leoma 

simon Foundation

kent c. simons

randi singer

Mr. and Mrs. rohit singh

emily skeel trust (sleepy 

Hollow cemetery)

rachel cohen skydell

susan l. sloan

b. Mark smith

estate of carol H. smith

June smith and steve 

Pensinger

dr. ora smith and  

dr. Howard w. smith

estate of renee M. smith

the ted snowdon Foundation

andrew w. solomon

Peter J. solomon

 

127,430
total books and items
checked out for
summer reading

262
number of books read by  
6-year-old Micheal Piñeda,
a top summer reader
from the bronx

 
3 
number of home runs hit  
by curtis Granderson during 
a yankees game attended by 
summer reading winners

Summer reading

Books read by teens

Books read by children

90,257

37,173

nYpl’s top Summer readers 2011 were feted on the field at Yankee Stadium and met center fielder Curtis Granderson.
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Corporate GIFtS

Gifts, new pledges, 
ongoing pledges, 
Matching Gifts, and  
Gifts-in-Kind of $1,000 
or more made from July 
1, 2011, through June 30, 
2012, with the exceptions 
of gifts made toward 
benefit events.

leadership Gifts
($1,000,000 or more)
Hess corporation

Major Gifts
($100,000 to $499,999)
Hbo

McGraw-Hill

Metlife Foundation

new york life Foundation

rolex sa

rudin Management company

tiffany & co.

time warner inc.

Sustainers
($50,000 to $99,999)
citi Foundation

con edison

Google community Grants 

Fund of tides Foundation

Hsbc bank Usa, n.a.

new york yankees Foundation

Paccar inc

random House, inc.

Sponsors ($25,000 to $49,999)
bloomberg

christie’s

the walt disney company

Pfizer inc

ruane, cunniff & Goldfarb, inc.

sullivan & cromwell

sutherland asbill & brennan 

llP

target

John wiley & sons, inc.

associates
($10,000 to $24,999)
alleghany corporation

arnhold and s. bleichroeder 

Holdings, inc.

bachelder law Firm

cadwalader, wickersham & taft

colgate-Palmolive company

consulate General of 

switzerland

credit suisse

davis Polk & wardwell

r.r. donnelley & sons 

company

la Grenouille

the Guardian life insurance 

company of america

Holliday Fenoglio Fowler l.P.

ibM international Foundation

Malkin Holdings llc

Mayer brown

Morgan stanley

Morningstar, inc.

Mutual of america

nordstrom, inc.

w.w. norton & company, inc.

nyse Foundation, inc.

Penguin Group

Pershing square capital 

Management l.P.

simpson thacher & bartlett

skadden, arps, slate, Meagher 

& Flom

wachtell, lipton, rosen & katz

warner/chappell Music

winston & strawn

patrons ($5,000 to $9,999)
anonymous

american Girl

the bloomingdale’s Fund of the 

Macy’s Foundation

center for constitutional 

rights

corning incorporated 

Foundation

deutsche bank

First Manhattan co.

Fisher brothers

Fitzpatrick, cella, Harper & 

scinto

Goldman, sachs & co.

Macmillan Publishers 

Milberg Factors, inc.

nbc Universal

omega advisors, inc.

rolex watch U.s.a., inc.

shearman & sterling llP

the shubert organization, inc.

stop & stor

the H.w. wilson Foundation

workman Publishing co., inc.

Xerox corporation

Conservators 
($1,000 to $4,999)
adobe systems incorporated

american express

american roland Food corp.

ark restaurants corporation

sarah and Howard solomon

david sommers

stephen sondheim

Maurice sonnenberg

Judith and otto sonntag

santina t. spadaro

katherine brosnahan and 

andrew J. spade

George spera and Jane 

Ginsburg

elaine and stephen stamas

the betty J. stebman Fund

Vera J. stecher

Mrs. daniel steiner

lilian stern and david sicular

yuka and robert stern

the Michael stewart 

Foundation

rebecca stich

suzette i. stoler

alyson stone

elizabeth and John storch

leila and Mickey straus

lynn G. straus

barbara and Peter strauss 

Philanthropic Fund of the 

Jewish communal Fund

the dorothy strelsin 

Foundation 

Howard stringer

lee and roger strong

Philip strongin

Michael and Veronica stubbs

estate of susanne suba-bloch

Joe sultan and sandy chilewich

edward sulzberger Foundation, 

inc.

Jean sulzberger

william sussman and Jane 

steele

charles and sally svenson

lucia d. swanson and theodore 

a. levine

Helene J. swedowsky

kathleen M. sweeney and 

Manfred kuechler

lybess sweezy and ken Miller

anna M. and robert d. taggart

daniel and toby talbot

Zoe tananbaum

teagle Foundation

david & sylvia teitelbaum Fund, 

inc.

dr. Joan templeton

Judy e. tenney

kimberly throm

Mr. and Mrs. kenneth titley

rebecca todd and andrew 

Hruska

nancy e. toff

ruth b. toff

amy Mcintosh and Jeffery 

toobin

Valerie tootle

tom topor

estate of eleanor M. townsend

calvin trillin

kathleen H. tripp

Michael tuch Foundation, inc.

ruth turner Fund, inc.

John d. tuttle

luis a. Ubiñas and deborah 

tolman

dace Udris

anahid Ugurlayan

alicia Underwood

the yaspan Unterberg 

Foundation, inc.

Urban word nyc, inc.

estate of Marjorie a. Van tassel

Mr. and Mrs. John Veronis

the curtis G. and ann P. 

Viebranz charitable Fund

ellen M. Violett and Mary P.r. 

thomas Foundation

anthony and Margo Viscusi

Melody Vogelmann

ernest and dolores Vogliano

Marie J. Vogliano and thomas 

Goodman

nina and nicholas von Moltke

Jeanette sarkisian wagner

younghee kim-wait and Jarrett 

F. wait

cheryl a. wall

Holly b. wallace

Ming H. wang

ellen warner

deborah waroff

caroline weber

evelene wechsler

brian c. weddington

Peter and Mary beth 

weinberger

the isak and rose weinman 

Foundation, inc.

weintz Family Foundation

Jerry weisskohl

the weissman Family 

Foundation, inc.

lucille werlinich

betsy werthan and bart r. 

schwartz

scott d. westerfeld

emily white

roland white

sarah M. white legacy Fund

John c. whitehead

carolyn and Malcolm wiener

duane wilder

sue e. wilder

leonard a. wilf

wille Family Foundation

Francis H. williams

dr. James Mcadams williams

william J. williams, Jr.

larry J. wilson

Peter s. wilson

Fred wistow

shelia and thomas k. wolfe, Jr.

Howard wolfson

estate of Jadin wong

ying Jo wong

lisa woods

stuart woods

Peter and carolan workman

ashley and Matt wotiz

Helen M. wright

william H. wright ii

Hootan yaghoobzadeh

brian M. yin

Millicent b. yinkey Fund

estate of beatrice yuckman

Jennifer Zaslow and Mark katz

richard l. Ziemacki, cambridge 

University Press

Mary and George Herbert 

Zimmerman Foundation

audrey and richard s. Zinman

william and caroline Zinsser

claire and albert J. Zuckerman

Harriet Zuckerman

Number of visitors to the first annual Workers  
Needed Job Fair at the Bronx library Center

650
Borough Highlights
BronX ManHattan

Number of attendees at financial help days at 
the Science, Industry and Business library

22,000ft2
Staten ISlanD

Amount of new library space coming to 
Mariners Harbor library and Stapleton library

Fortitude took a reading break on the steps of the Schwarzman Building 
to enjoy Michelle Knudsen’s charming book.
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assurant Foundation

baker & taylor

balyansy asset Management

bank of america

briggs, inc.

candlewick Press

cynthia cannell literary 

agency

career development specialists 

network

w.P. carey & co., inc.

chanel, inc.

chavez design

commerzbank aG

cornerstone & the Fader inc.

court square capital 

Management, l.P.

dechert

dell computer corporation

the dorsey & whitney 

Foundation

dreamworks animation skG 

ernst & young

exxon Mobil Foundation

eyesight Fashion & luxury 

events new york

Forbes Media

Freeman spogli & company

samuel French, inc.

Fried, Frank, Harris, shriver & 

Jacobson

Ge Foundation

Goodwin Procter

Great Performances

Greater new york automobile 

dealers association

Greenhill & co., inc.

Harpercollins Publishers

Houghton Mifflin company

J.c.c. Fund of the Japanese 

chamber of commerce and 

industry of new york

Jen kao, llc

Johnson & Johnson

the league of off-broadway 

theatres and Producers

the league of Professional 

theatre women

loeb Partners corporation

Manhattan reading council

Merck company Foundation

Milbank, tweed, Hadley & 

Mccloy

Mitsubishi Heavy industries 

america, ltd.

Moody’s corporation

Motorola Foundation

new york city opera

newmark & company  

real estate inc.

nippon steel U.s.a., inc.

nMs Group, inc.

oMPi of america

o’reilly Media, inc.

Paulson & co. inc.

Penguin books

Pine brook road Partners llc

Pricewaterhousecoopers 

Project open, inc.

the Promotional edge

Prowess corporation

rbs securities inc.

the riverside company

the rockefeller Group

the rosewood Foundation

schroder investment 

Management north america, 

inc.

simon & schuster, inc.

swiss reinsurance company

taconic charitable Foundation

Ubs

U.s. bank

United technologies 

corporation

Vtb capital inc.

wedgewood travel Usa inc.

west elm

wine enthusiast

SIBl’s Job Search Central offers job seekers a one-stop shop of resources on jobs and careers, including free individual 
career coaching sessions.

every Bit Helps

$25

$113

$1,350
provides 1 research volume

provides 1 job-search 
laptop, plus software

provides 2 new children’s 
books

$40
provides a year of library 
service for 4 cardholders

BeneFIt eVentS

library lions Gala

Honorees
Jonathan Franzen

tony kushner

ian Mcewan

natalie Merchant

stacy schiff

isabel wilkerson

Co-Chairs
Mr. and Mrs. oscar de la 

renta

Ms. antoinette delruelle and 

Mr. Joshua l. steiner

H.r.H. Princess Firyal of 

Jordan

Mr. and Mrs. John b. Hess

Mr. and Mrs. donald 

Marron

Mr. and Mrs. John Paulson

Mr. and Mrs. Felix rohatyn

Mr. and Mrs. stephen a. 

schwarzman

Mr. James s. tisch and 

the Honorable Merryl H. 

tisch

underwriters
sue and edgar 

wachenheim iii 

Vice Chairmen
timothy and Michele barakett 

Foundation

Mahnaz ispahani bartos and 

adam bartos

elyse and Michael 

newhouse 

Marilyn and Jim simons

Benefactors
Mr. and Mrs. christopher 

davis

Mr. and Mrs. stanley 

druckenmiller

Mr. and Mrs. John 

klingenstein

barbara and robert 

liberman

irma Milstein and Howard and 

abby Milstein

sue ann weinberg

patrons
cetie nippert ames and 

anthony ames

bny Mellon

Mr. and Mrs. samuel c. 

butler

cravath, swaine & Moore 

llP

deloitte llP

nancy donohue and diane 

elam

James H. duffy

Ford Foundation

Mrs. Henry a. Grunwald

Mimi and Peter Haas Fund

Hbo

Hermione Foundation

kevin and karen kennedy

kPMG llP

the McGraw-Hill 

companies

carole and Morton olshan

Mr. and Mrs. carl H. 

Pforzheimer iii

Jordan roth and richie 

Jackson

thomson reuters

Supporters
cristina alger

andaz 5th avenue

emma bloomberg

Georges and anne 

borchardt

nick brown

James citron and Michele 

Haertel

Joseph M. cohen

lewis b. and louise Hirschfeld 

cullman

elizabeth de cuevas

ray and barbara dalio

cecile david-weill

Gordon J. and Peggy c. 

davis

Mr. adam dell

George l Farias

Farrar, straus and Giroux

nora ephron

Heather richards evans

edward and Paula Fichtner

egon r. Gerard

barbara Goldsmith

Jean and Jula Goldwurm 

Memorial Foundation

toni Goodale

Gotham Magazine

william Gray and diana 

romney Gray

agnes Gund

laura Heberton

carla Hendra 

Michael Hess

Parker Hume and  

lilah Hume

thomas Jayne

Jennifer Joel

Michael t.M. Jones

eleanora and Michael 

kennedy

John J. and charlotte 

kenney

beth and christopher 

kojima 

11,887,870 
on-Site Questions

81,091
telephone

37,604
email

11,257
Chat

2,694
Questionpoint

reference Inquiries

the library’s Family Benefit, passport to adventure!, transformed 
historic astor Hall into a wonderland inspired by children’s books set 
in foreign countries. 
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andrew solomon

kate and andy spade

Joan e. weberman

ashley wotiz

anthony yoseloff

Jennifer Zaslow and 

Mark katz

Spring luncheon  

Co-Chairs
lea brokaw

danielle Ganek

shala Monroque

elizabeth rohatyn

olga Votis

Steering Committee
linda barnett

Mahnaz ispahani bartos

lisa blau

Merilee H. bostock

sally t. butler

carroll M. carpenter

Joan Hardy clark

ann coley

Jill davis

sharon davis

caroline dean

annette de la renta

diana roesch diMenna

alice elgart

Heather richards evans

Fleur Fairman

deborah brightman 

Farone

dr. erika Faust

leslie V. Godridge

diana romney Gray

Mrs. Henry a. Grunwald

alexa Hampton

amie James

Mrs. John klingenstein

beth kojima

coco kopelman

nyssa kourakos

kristen Maltese krusen

catie Marron

abby Milstein

susan Morgenthau

Jillian neubauer

elyse newhouse

andrea olshan

carole olshan

Mrs. Gordon b. Pattee

liz Peek

betsy Pitts

catherine kuehn Price

katharine rayner

ingeborg Hanna rennert

avis richards

darcy rigas

Zibby right

shafi roepers

amy Falls rogers

Helen schifter

stephen and christine 

schwarzman

kitty sherrill

Peggy siegal

Gayfryd steinberg

amanda taylor

alice tisch

sue wachenheim

naomi waletzky

caroline weber

Mrs. John l. weinberg

caryn Zucker

underwriter Vice Chairs
Jill davis and edward 

conard

Hbo

Mrs. John klingenstein

elyse newhouse

Benefactor Vice Chairs
american express

carroll M. carpenter

annette de la renta

diana roesch diMenna

abby Milstein

sue wachenheim

patron Vice Chairs
Merilee H. bostock

christopher and sharon 

davis

caroline dean

Fleur Fairman

amie James

catie Marron

carole olshan and andrea 

olshan

betsy Pitts

katharine and william 

rayner

avis richards

shafi roepers

amy Falls rogers

alice tisch

U.s. bank, leslie V. 

Godridge

Sponsor Vice Chairs
linda barnett

sally t. butler

alice elgart

deborah brightman 

Farone

beth kojima

kristen Maltese krusen

Jeremy levine and yael 

taqq

Penguin books, a division of 

Penguin Group Usa

daisy Prince

rr donnelley

stephen and christine 

schwarzman

Mrs. John l. weinberg

underwriter Committee
Mahnaz ispahani bartos

lisa blau

rebecca cooper

Heather richards evans

diana and william Gray

carol Mack

edward and sandra Meyer 

Foundation

carol netzer

liz Peek

ingeborg Hanna rennert

the sontheimer 

Foundation

Benefactor Committee
cetie nippert ames

lois M. collier

barbara ostrove Grodd

coco kopelman

susan Morgenthau

Fiona rudin

amanda taylor

Mr. and Mrs. leo J. tick

patron Committee
ildiko butler

Mary ann casati and Geoffrey 

Judge

Joan Hardy clark

ann coley

Mrs. Henry a. Grunwald

lynn Halbfinger

charlene wang Howe

George and Mariana 

kaufman

eleanora kennedy–the shana 

alexander Foundation

karen a. kennedy, Md

Frederick and sharon 

klingenstein

nyssa kourakos

Jo carole and ronald s. 

lauder

arthur l. loeb

the Margaret and daniel loeb–

third Point Foundation

Jillian neubauer

lynne Pasculano

Mrs. Gordon b. Pattee

Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm k. 

Price

the library for the performing arts’ John Cage Music Manuscript Collection 
includes autograph manuscripts of nearly all of Cage’s musical compositions.
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Mr. John w. kondulis

daniel and lucia woods 

lindley

little, brown and 

company

arthur l. loeb

barbara and  

J. robert Mann, Jr.

Peter d. Mccann and  

deborah berke

constance McGillicuddy

raymond J. McGuire

James Mcspiritt

ed and sandy Meyer

erika and kelley Millet

Gillian and sylvester 

Miniter

susan and robert P. 

Morgenthau

the donald r. Mullen Family 

Foundation, inc.

lynn nesbit

nonesuch records

andrea l. olshan

random House

katharine and william 

rayner

reed smith llP

avis and bruce richards

Zibby and andrew right

Marshall rose

Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey a. 

rosen

edward John and Patricia

 rosenwald Foundation

May and samuel rudin Family 

Foundation, inc. 

thomas a. and Georgina t. 

russo

Jeanette sarkisian and Paul a. 

wagner

scholastic, inc. 

teddy and ellen 

schwarzman

alexandra shiva

Gil shiva

signature bank

robert b. silvers

kathy sloane

spencer stuart

alyson l. stone

Mr. and Mrs. Gay talese

Jessica tisch

amanda Urban

Mark and carol willis

strauss Zelnick and wendy 

belzberg

richard and audrey 

Zinman

Mortimer b. Zuckerman

Young lions Benefit party

Co-Chairs
Justin bartha

emma bloomberg

nick brown

sloane crosley

Jillian demling

Michael Hess

andrea l. olshan

emma stone

Jessica tisch

Benefit Committee
alexander adler

cristina alger

tom anderman

aziz ansari

Georgina bloomberg

shira and lee bressler

kate brooker

Giovanna campagna

annabelle caufman 

soudavar

liz cebron

Jenny coates

kerwelyn craig

nedenia craig

Pierce derkac

rebecca desman

nell diamond

elizabeth Grace edelman

lindsay eichner

John Z. Fang

dominique Padilla Gallego

Jason Gerstein

evan Glucoft

Gotham Magazine

Jennifer Joel

Michael t.M. Jones and dana 

wallach Jones

lilah Hume

Parker Hume

Melanie kefalidis

christopher kempner

Meggie kempner

beth and christopher 

kojima 

elizabeth lettieri

kara loewentheil

samantha lynch

olivia Magowan

alexandra Michler

Jaimie Monahan

stephen P. Palmese

rupal n. Patel

Matias M. recchia

Jonathan right

Zibby and andrew right

Matthew rubinger

david and alexandra 

salanic

austin scarlett

Morwin schmookler

teddy and ellen 

schwarzman

charles seigel

lacary sharpe

natalie stein

rayne steinberg

allison w. strasenburgh

erica temel

nomi Victor

lila warburton

emily r. washkowitz

olivia and Julian 

wassenaar

Pam wasserstein

david weinstein

Family Benefit 

Co-Chairs
tania Higgins

samhita Jayanti

susie lopez

Hannah McFarland

Mary kathryn navab

yesim Philip

Grandparent Co-Chairs
Merilee and roy bostock

Benefit Committee
kristin and charles allen

cetie nippert ames and 

anthony ames, Jr.

donya bommer

susan braddock

lea brokaw

stacey and Matthew 

bronfman

Mona and simon e. brown

suzanne brown

andrea r. and Michael 

buman

Michaela and david clary

the diMenna Family

Martha escobar

Jennifer lynch and 

edmond Fitzgerald

clarita Fodor

Victoria and david Foley

andrew s. Foote

lawrence and lucy Guffey

arthur Hausman

Polly w. b. Hunt

blair M. Husain

ellen and arnold Jacobs

Michael t.M. Jones and  

dana wallach Jones

dr. and Mrs. Henry a. 

kissinger

luisa knapp

beth and christopher 

kojima

kimberly kravis

darren a. laverne

Mr. and Mrs. deane 

leonard

Margaret Munzer loeb

reena and lex Maldutis

betsy and rob Pitts

Zibby and andrew right

Jeffrey roth

Gretchen and James rubin

Fiona and eric rudin

Judith V. scherzer 

Molly and Joseph sheehan

randi and brett singer

MoSt reQueSteD ColleCtIon at tHe lIBrarY  
For tHe perForMInG artS

JOhn CAgE’s  
MAnUSCRIpTS
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empire state blue cross  

blue shield

J.P.Morgan

Paul, weiss, rifkind, wharton 

& Garrison llP

select equity Group, inc.

Young lions tables
Jesse angelo and rebecca 

dana

beth and christopher 

kojima

Supporters
Henry H. arnhold, arnhold 

Foundation

Judy and Howard 

berkowitz

lisa and Jeff blau

Merilee and roy bostock

cecily brown

Mr. and Mrs. samuel c. 

butler

sullivan & cromwell llP

Mr. scott l. corwin, booz & 

company

creative artists agency

christopher and sharon 

davis

James and Judith k. dimon 

Foundation 

barbara G. Fleischman

Furth Family Foundation

the Glickenhaus 

Foundation

Joan Granlund

eugene and emily Grant  

Family Foundation 

John H. Gutfreund

Mr. Harry Hawkes, Jr., booz & 

company

Peter and katherine kend

dr. and Mrs. Henry a. 

kissinger

Frederick and sharon 

klingenstein Fund

steven klinsky

Mr. and Mrs. chase w. 

landreth

arthur l. loeb

Michael and Jamie lynton

Hermes Mallea and  

carey Maloney

Mr. and Mrs. donald b. 

Marron 

Maverick capital 

charities

nan Morrison

daniel and brooke 

neidich

Harvey newman

Jerry newman

amy and Joe Perella charitable 

Fund

Holly Peterson 

Foundation

carl and betty 

Pforzheimer

Zibby and andrew right

david rockefeller

rockefeller Financial

Mr. and Mrs. daniel rose

Marshall rose

Howard J. rubenstein

david sable, young & 

rubicam

richard and laura 

salomon

Marvin and Mimi sandler

barry and tracy schneider

scholastic, inc.

Joan and Michael 

steinberg

antoinette delruelle and 

Joshua l. steiner 

towers watson

Vicky ward

sue ann weinberg

Mildred weissman

Mr. karl wellner and dr. 

deborah norville

kathryn wylde

steven r. yanis

richard Zinman

astor Committee
Judith roth berkowitz

the Honorable Vincent 

Gentile

thelma Golden

the Honorable robert 

Jackson

kevin and karen kennedy

Peter rider

Joan and Michael 

steinberg

the Honorable James Van 

bramer

sue ann weinberg

Financial Services  
leadership Forum 

Speakers
barton M. biggs

Vikram Pandit

James H. simons

Joseph e. stiglitz 

byron wien

Financial Services
leadership Forum
advisory Committee 

Co-Chairs
claire b. benenson 

Judith r. ehrlich 

leslie d. toepfer

Honorary Chair
lewis b. cullman 

Henry arnhold

leslie bains

andrew M. blum

samuel c. butler

Hon. william H. 

donaldson

louis V. eccleston

Harold ehrlich 

william Freda

roy l. Furman

edward l. Gardner 

leslie V. Godridge

alan c. Greenberg

Maurice r. Greenberg

edward s. Hyman

Henry P. Johnson 

ann kaplan

todd lang

alexandra lebenthal

sid lerner 

catherine Marron

william J. Mcdonough

Harold McGraw iii 

douglas l. Peterson

Peter G. Peterson

laura resnikoff 

Paul schreiber

Hon. Muriel siebert

daniel H. stern

edgar wachenheim iii

lulu c. wang

John c. whitehead

FslF is generously sponsored 

by McGraw-Hill. 

publishers and literary 
Committee
elizabeth beier

Maria b. campbell

kathryn court

Jonathan Galassi

suzanne Gluck

esther Margolis

kate Medina

John G. H. oakes

sally richardson

Joan b. sanger

Michael selleck

robert b. silvers

eric simonoff

Paul slovak

nan a. talese

sam tanenhaus

calvin trillin

binky Urban

robert weil

569,001 105,513

dishes transcribed web users

BY

nYpl labs’ What's on the Menu? project

What’s on the Menu 
enlists volunteers to 
help transcribe menus 
from the library’s vast 
collection. 
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Zibby right

deborah royce

Helen schifter

kitty sherrill

sydney shuman

Mrs. robert king steel

caroline weber

Sponsor Committee
Gayle Perkins atkins

Pamela awad

betsy barbanell

claire b. benenson

noreen buckfire

Judith r. ehrlich

dr. erika Faust

ruth M. Feder

susan Fleischer

Jacqueline loewe Fowler

alexa Hampton

k. nicole Helen
nancy J. Hodin

aurelia ion

stephanie lacava

nanette laitman

eugene M. lang

sangeetha ramaswamy

Peggy s. rice

Patricia brown specter

ruth stanton

Joan steinberg

barbara tober

naomi waletzky

Spring Gala for education

Co-Chairs
evan r. chesler

irene dorner

abby and Howard 

Milstein

richard l. Plepler

christine and stephen a. 

schwarzman

dinakar singh

Merryl and James tisch

Vice Chairs 
beth kojima

susan Morgenthau

Gayfryd steinberg

underwriter tables
katerina and andreas 

dracopoulos

Marilyn and Jim simons

Benefactor tables
Hsbc bank Usa, n.a.

patron tables
bank of america

Valentino carlotti, Goldman 

sachs

Hearst corporation

the McGraw-Hill 

companies

abby and Howard 

Milstein

Pam and bill royall

dinakar singh

Merryl and James tisch

Supporter tables
Mahnaz ispahani bartos and 

adam bartos

Ms. emily chen and Mr. 

christopher J. carrera

cravath, swaine & Moore 

llP

Mr. and Mrs. oscar de la 

renta

deloitte llP

katherine Farley and Jerry 

speyer

Goldentree asset 

Management

Hbo

donald and catherine 

Heald

kevin and karen kennedy

carol sutton lewis and  

william M. lewis, Jr.

Morgan stanley

sandra Priest rose

May and samuel rudin Family 

Foundation, inc.

susan and eric sheinberg

sony corporation of 

america

olga and George Votis

sue and edgar  

wachenheim iii

Corporate partner tables
american express

citi–corporate and investment 

banking

con edison

Harlem teen nkosi nkululeko heads to Hamilton Grange library’s new teen Center nearly every day; the space offers dozens of computers and high-tech 
audio-visual equipment in addition to books, CDs, and DVDs.

MORnIngSTAR OnLInE 
InVESTMEnT RESEARCh CEnTER

REFEREnCE USA pLUnkETT'S 
RESEARCh 

OnLInE

VALUE LInE InVESTMEnT RESEARCh CEnTER

MoSt FreQuentlY SearCHeD onlIne DataBaSeS at  
tHe SCIenCe, InDuStrY anD BuSIneSS lIBrarY
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roberto J. Pick

Muriel Pivalo

yvette G. Plotch

Marietta Poerio

david rabois

Mildred rafaj

eileen nagel rafield

Jane randall

Judy t. reemtsma

Mrs. william c. ridgway, Jr.

Jeanne robertson

Mordecai rochlin

Marion roiphe

sheila M. rosen

richard rosenbloom*

Peter rosendahl

sonya rosenfeld

daniel rossiter

norma rossler

Jane c. rubens

irma rusk

Mariann russell*

James sargis

renée and carl schlesinger

rona and Martin l. schneider

barbara schoenberg

H. Joseph scott

lenore scott

eleanor and irwin segan

Hara seltzer

June sheer

Mary sheridan

Jerry a. shroder

thea siegel

Fairchild b. smith

sharon dunlap smith

winthrop smith

rosalyn smolen

leona sobel*

Josephine sokolski

carmelo V. spadafore 

Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt spelman iii

beatrice spillane

dr. Florence J. staats

susanne suba*

beverly M. sullivan

Joseph a. d. surace

kathleen susmann

dorothy l. swerdlove

leo tick

david tischler

Gloria title

Florence toledano

tom topor

Phyllis trible

edith F. Unger

Marjorie a. Van tassell*

carol waaser

nancy d. warfield

anthony M. warren

syed M. wasiqullah

Harold webb in memory of 

sidney brettschneider

Jane weidlund

Fred M. weil

dora l. wiebenson

George williams

dolores M. wills

Jack H. wolf

 
Bequest Intentions
anonymous in Harlem

kathleen t. aaron

robert abbott

V. Mary abraham   

estelle abrahamson  

robert G. adams   

J. david adler

carole adrian

carl w. albers*

Mia albright

Peter allemano

Harold Peter allen

stephen ames

ruth anderson

charles r. andrews

Marilyn apelson

Madison arnold

Mrs. ilhan arsel

the arts and letters 

Foundation

James e. audino

Herbert august

rhett austell

nancy s. axelrad

Julian bach*

John M. bacon

conrad bahlke and roxane 

orgill

aline k. ball

Mary beth balogh

J. leiter bamberger, Jr.

stevan and caryl baron

barbara barran

thomas barran

laurinda barrett

nancy barsotti

lisa basch*

anthony basta

sharon l. baver

irene bayer

Marguerite s. bedell

Flora w. benas

claire b. benenson

evelyn benjamin

randy V. beranek

Julius berenson

susanna berger

Joy a. bergmann

seth berkley

richard bianchi*

Gaye-darlene bidart de 

satulsky

the Children’s Center at 42nd Street features comfortable spots for multiple generations to share quiet moments.

tHe BIGeloW SoCIetY 

(Members have included the 

library in their estate plans.)

Irrevocable planned Gifts
robert G. adams

Helen M. allen

Janet and edward allworth

Joyce anderson

leonora M. anderson*

william w. appleton

carol ascher and robert 

Pittenger

Hope and arnold asrelsky

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert august

blanche d. balacek

lawrence bartelsen

thelma beale

irma bell

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice J. 

bendahan

claire b. benenson

Joan benson

Marie benson

Vilma F. bergane

susanna berger

lee billington

samantha biro

anne blatt

edmund bleich

betty and albert bodian

James bogue

Herbert a. boley

George b. bookman

dorothy a. borg

Janet bower-bachelet

edmund a. bowles

ann M. bragg 

Mary a. brendle

lorraine G. budny*

richard a. burgheim

Mr. and Mrs. samuel c. butler

nina bykow

Mrs. James cahn

castle b. campbell

barbara H. cane

eleanor carlucci

Mildred carroll

Mary ann caws

bertha chase

david chou

tse-yun chu

kenneth and nona clarke

Margot P. close

karen cocchi

ruth cohen

theodore and alice Ginott 

cohn

Mary M. conway

charlotte l. cooke

Mrs. sidney cooley neé rose 

smith Price

caroline b. cooney

robert M. costa

James d. crawford

Malcolm crawford

sybil M. daneman

ann M. darmstaetter 

sheila and Harold davis

Margaret c. davison

Muriel a. diamond

ruth dickler

erica doctorow

John and rose donnelly

dorothy b. donovan

eugenia G. dooley

charles r. drew

Frone and Maurice eisenstadt

carol emshoff

richard b. everett

Gertrud Fankhauser

Paul Fasana

Henry Fehrenbacher

Marjorie anne Flory

Mildred Forrell

Jeannette Foss

edith F. and eugene P. Friedman

shirley Gallagher

robert J. Geiger

Madeleine Gekiere

barbara Gettinger

James c. Giblin

nancy Glamore

elmera Goldberg

Margaret Goldman

Morris M. Golub

emma leigh Goodwin

Miriam Gordon 

Margery Gori-Montanelli

Georgia adams Grann

Patricia Grant

ann F. Green

rosalind Guaraldo

Julina Gylfe

Helen M. Hacker

robert G. Hartmann

James wood Henderson

Mary c. Henderson*

sourya Henderson

david Heskin

Maureen Horgan

susan Howard

Uri and Johanna Hurwitz

ida s. Hymowitz

clifford Jackson*

irma b. Jaffe

Gertrude Jelinek

lucy Jensen

elsie ann Juchheim

Zigmund c. kaminski

dorothy anne keller

Madeline kerns

edward kirkland

carolyn kirmss

blanche klein

doris M. kling

leopold G. koss

Janet kozera

Frank robert kraft

Mavis e.P. lakeman in memory 

of Joseph schrank

cyrilla dorn langeais*

don laviano

Grace leight

angela lennox-kay

katherine lessersohn

lucy d. lieberfeld

Milton J. lowenstein

bradley J. lutz

karyl charna lynn

Virginia s. lyon

anna Macias

Mr. and Mrs. robert b.w. 

Macneil 

Herbert J. Maletz

alice Maram

kishore b. Marathe

lorraine Mashioff

George william Mayer, Jr.

charlotte Mayerson

Jean M. Mccarroll

charles Mccown

Frieda Melnick

charles w. Merrels

lola Meyerson*

James Miller

leigh M. Miller

saul Mines

Frank Montaturo

dan Moreines

cynthiane Morgenweck

carole Morrill

erwin and audrey Muscat

Mary J. Mycek

Juliana c. nash

Murray l. nathan*

Marjorie naughton

John bulica nicholson

eleanor november

Paula offricht

Marian M. oliva

lucy o’neil

sally and Michael orr

saul ostrow

Mrs. robert e. Pabst

Gilbert Parker in honor of  

betty corwin

stephen r. Parker

regina Pearlmutter

James a. Pendergrass, sr.

shelagh M. Perrotta
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evelyn Goodman

regina F. Gordon

Jean Patrice Gorham and 

robert H. brenner

leah Gorham

richard a. Gorr

Gabriele M. Gossner

stanley Gotlin

barbara Gottlieb

lorraine Gracey

sally Gran

Georgia adams Grann

Marilyn Grayburn

estelle Greco

Jules Greenberg

rose Greenberg

ellin Greene

Joan Greenfield

Joanna Greenspon

ruth belov Gross

william l. Gross

rosalind Guaraldo

Jean s. Guilder

catherine Guillory

lawrence Gutman

robert w. Gutman

christina Gutt

lewis i. Haber

ilse Haefele

adele J. Haft

Janice Handler

Gerard Hanley

Patricia Hansen

ralph e. Hansmann

Josie Harkness

Harland Family trust

Michele Harley

conrad k. Harper

Jeffrey Harper

Gail irwin Hartman

robert G. Hartmann

Grace w. Harvey

Gregory F. Hauser

Judith Hayman

olga and Martin Hayott

andrée Hayum

Janet Heiligman

elizabeth Heine

Mrs. andrew Heiskell

antoinette Heit

carol Hekimian

ellen M. Helinka

alice Helpern

James wood Henderson

Joan e. Henricksen

rita k. and richard w. Herber

Phyllis and seymour 

Herschberg

robert w. Hewitt

susan Hill

lois n. Hilton

claus w. Hirsch

rita and John Hirsch

takaji Hishiyama

Gail Hitt

roberta Hodes

linora Hoffman

anne J. Hofmann

Mrs. James Hoge

erica Holstein

Florence a. Horenstein

Greta Horn

charles t. Howard

rikki Hudes-Michels

alice c. Hudson

anne M. Hughes

sophie a. Hughes

william Hughes

cheryl Hurley

Jean Hurley

isabelle and Jerome e. Hyman

saeko ichinohe

ik trust

anja impola

nina M. itkin

carolyn ann Jackson

clifford Jackson*

richard H. Jackson

william V. Jackson

dorri Jacobs*

irma b. Jaffe

david Jarrett

Gertrude Jelinek

Gordana and Joseph Jelisavcic

lucy Jensen

eleanor M. Johnson*

Phyllis la Farge Johnson

theresa M. Johnson

elaine and nathan Joseph

Jennifer Josephy

Peter H. Judd

bennett Judson

Janet Jurist

david kahn

brenda kamen

carolyn kane

david M. kaplan

evelyn rypins kaplan

H. david kaplan

stephen J. karakashian

william w. karatz

Gloria karpas

In February, the Schomburg Center’s new series, talks at the Schomburg, debuted with a panel discussion about president obama’s first term. the event brought 
together (from left to right) William Jelani Cobb, David remnick, randall Kennedy, and moderator Farai Chideya.

susan Hulsman bingham

samantha biro

chester biscardi

deanna bittker

willie Mae black

anne blatt

Florence J. bloch*

agnes bogart

Gloria b. bogin

rose-Marie boller

s.H.a. booker

doris bookman

thomas booth and denise 

szabo

Marguerite borchardt

dorothy a. borg

edna bowen

edmund a. bowles

Peter boysen

George a. bradley

Joan bragin

edna l. breecker

Mary a. brendle

Marilou brill and david Heskin

e. leMerle brinkley

alan J. broder

Francine brown

Helen Gurley brown

linda k. brown

cynthia b. brush

Michele buchanan

lorraine G. budny*

Gerald busby

rochelle busch

samuel c. butler

david cain

Joel t. camche

J. campbell

Jean burton walker campbell

theresa J. canada

Gabriella befani canfield

barry John capella

eleanor carlucci

barbara carter

Matilda cascio

kay cassell

christopher casso

robert chamberlaine

Mr. and Mrs. kenneth a. 

chambers

chen ing chang

bertha chase

irene H. chayes

barry chester and elissa cogan

Judith childs

Joan Hardy clark

Margot P. close

Joseph bailey cole

Marie H. cole

Mrs. sager tilden colman

ronald columbus

spring condoyan

charlotte l. cooke

Margaret cooley

barbara roisman cooper

katherine l. coppock

sol neil corbin

Maurice cory

e.w. count

Mrs. richard w. couper

william crookston and Marilyn 

sauline

bonnie r. crown

lewis b. cullman

Glenn s. daily

rosamond w. dana

alma daniel

Judy daniels

Mrs. wilbur daniels

Joy darlington

robert w. davenport

James and diana davies

deborah t. davis

robert and alice davis

ruth davis

Margaret c. davison

Patricia M. de angelis

sally deitz

Gonzalo de las Heras

steve and connie delehanty

Marie de lucia and lee solot

Mr. and Mrs. Peter demy

John denkowski

Jamie deroy

Harold Z. dessler

ruth deutscher

ruth dickler

rosanne dobbin

Mary ellen donovan 

eugenia G. dooley

annette i. dorsky

domitilia M. dos santos

Marjorie dovman

irene dowd

Joyce doyle

Marjorie H. drabkin

diane dreher

william a. dreher

Mrs. charles V. drew

carol F. drisko

Martin duberman and eli Zal

James duffy

Gretchen dykstra

conrad J. eberstein

barbara lee ebs

Merle edelman

lydia edwards

Julie c. eichenberger

Frone and Maurice eisenstadt

carolyn a. eldred

ethel elkin

audrey ellinger

scott ellis

carol emshoff

Judith entes

ann Fagan and Gabor Vermes

Gertrud Fankhauser

Judy Farkas

Paul Fasana

Gemma Fastiggi

Vivien Fauerbach

Helga Feder

Jesse Feiler

Hortense F. Feldblum

catherine s. Felleman

Mrs. stanley J. Fenvessy

dennis Ferguson

kathleen Ferguson

edward and Paula Fichtner

Frank r. Fioramonti

Mary Fisher-northrop

Mary Flannery

erwin Flaxman and linda 

laughlin

Patricia a. Fletcher

ellen l. Fogle

tom Fontana

seanan Forbes

Mr. and Mrs. norman F. Foy

edmond d. Franco

stephen Francoeur

Milton r. Franklin

Gail Fread

darlene Freeman

eunice Healey Freezer

ronald Freyberger

Harvey Fried

sylvia Friedman

ruth Fromm

dorothy b. Gail

lois Gartlir

lauren M. Gee

robert J. Geiger

Michael Gelber 

Gladys Gendel

egon r. Gerard

brian Gerber

Mark Getlein

connie Giampietro

Mary Gibbons

ellen b. Gibbs

James c. Giblin

Judith Ginsberg

elisabeth Gitter

Gloria t. Glaser

nora l. Glass

Judith M. Glassman

Patricia M. Glenns

Maxine Glorsky

Joan Marlow Golan

Herbert Z. Gold*

Joyce Golden

albert s. Goldman

Margaret Goldman

Morris M. Golub

nYpl’s most circulated books

THE LITIGATORS

MOCKINGJAY

THE HuNGER GAMES

Most circulated e-book

THE GIRL WITH THE  
DRAGON TATTOO

CABIN FEvER

DIARY OF A WIMPY KID

THE uGLY TRuTH

Most circulated kids’ books

2 by Suzanne Collins and  
1 by John Grisham 

All by Jeff Kinney

By Stieg Larsson
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CIVIL RIghTS SpORTS

EnTERTAInMEnT +
      pERFORMIng ARTS

hARLEM REnAISSAnCE

AFRICA  AnD ThE
 AFRICAn DIASpORA

SLAVERY

hARLEM
MoSt reQueSteD SuBJeCtS at tHe SCHoMBurG Center

ethel Grodzins romm

evelyn ronell

adam r. rose

Margot P. rose

Marshall rose

ellen rosen

sheila M. rosen

Joann ross

Morgan ross

Phyllis ross

Mr. and Mrs. Howard roth

belle rothberg

Miriam b. rothberg

alan Miles rothenberg

Francine M. rothenberg

deborah e. rothschild

eileen and ted rowland

s.J. rozan

dana rubin

Harriette rubinstein

Julius rudel

Jamie russell

Mariann russell*

rinaldina russell

ruth Helen ryer

Margaret H. sachter

aimee saginaw

richard e. salomon

Harvey salzman

richard G. and Marguerite 

sanders

edith s. sands

lorna J. sass

carol sauerhaft

robert sawyer and charlotte 

barnard

naomi schechter

susan schindler

Marie schisano

walter J. schloss*

anne kaufman schneider

Mollie schneider

katherine r. schubart

H. Joseph scott 

lenore scott

Michael clinton scott

Martin e. segal

susan seidel

barbara seiger

delia a. selby

Judith sellner*

anita r. shapiro

nancy shapiro

Joan shaw

Marie shear

carol shedlin

abraham sheingold

Helen b. sheldon* 

dixie sheridan

John r. sherman

John t. shields

david shire

charlotte shoemaker

eileen M. shore

Joysanne sidimus

thea siegel 

kenneth silverman

robert b. silvers

samuel M. silvers

John and Marian simpson

Gilda slate

susan sloves

anne elizabeth smith

sally alice smith

toni e. smith

leida snow

richard e. snyder

leona sobel*

edward sorel

carmelo V. spadafore

amy r. sperling

carol springstun

nancy starr

lila steinberg-rockstein

Joshua l. steiner

Martha roby stephens

claire stern

June stern

sandy stern

dail stolow

Mrs. Peter H. stone

nina strattner

steven strauss

Julia strohm

Philip strongin

randel s. stubbs

estelle s. sussman

Jeanne M. sutherland

eileen sutton

dorothy l. swerdlove

sheila c. swigert

Jean M. szczypien

Martha tack

anthony taylor

Patricia r. taylor

Joan templeton

lorina tester

katrina thomas

simone M. thornber

leo tick

Maria ting

Gloria title

selma s. toback

tobi tobias

alyce w. toonk

tom topor

albertha toppins

sylvia tosoni

Marianne troy

Patricia trutty-coohill

Patricia koo tsien

Paul and susan turok

Mrs. ernest Ulrich

John H. Vagelos

Marta Varela

Jamie Venise

constance Vidor

John Vinton

Marie c.k. Vitale

thomas J. Volpe

dina Von Zweck

ingrid e. Voss

Joan Vreeland

carol waaser

susanna Margare wachtel

stephen wagley

diana waite

dorit wallach

Mrs. ira d. wallach

Joan M. walsh

aileen ward

nancy d. warfield

Janice d. warnke

anne clark washburn

claire wasserman

Jane weidlund

irene weissman

Marilyn e. and kenneth i. 

weissman

Gayle w. welling

barbara welter

Jean and kenneth wentworth

wallace white, Jr.

laura b. whitman

bonna and richard F. whitten-

stoval

dora l. wiebenson

nancy wight

refna wilkin

dolores M. wills

Joseph winokur*

barbara winter

walt witcover

barbara a. withers

roxane witke

Marilyn wolf

Michael wolf

elizabeth r. woodman

larry yates

Marcella diane young

Gertrude Zehner

Frances Zibrosky

Vera l. Zolberg

Miriam troop Zuger

*deceased

Miriam kartch-Hughes

edward kasinec

elizabeth katsivelos

eleanor katz

beatrice kaufman

June e. kay

dr. sivia kaye

sandy kazinski

Patricia kelly

nicholas kepros

l. wilson kidd, Jr.

alan kimmel

Patricia king

Janet kispert-white 

and Peter white

ruth M. kivette

Milada klatil

blanche klein

Jane l. klein

Melissa klein

doris M. kling

Patricia d. klingenstein

raymond knowles

stephen koch

carolyn kopp

carol s. kostik

arlyne krum

thomas kudas

susan kulick

James i. lader

Jan lakin

eleanor landi

charlene landis

lynn d. lane

scott and tracy lange

cyrilla dorn langeais*

Joan l. larson

don laviano

Hulda lawrence

rachel lawrence

ruth ann leach

Paul leclerc

russell V. lee

susan lee

catherine a. lennon

Joseph Peter leong

thomas leslie

leonard levenson

lawrence levine

Mark levine

Mrs. edward levitt

Mr. and Mrs. abraham levy 

elizabeth rivers lewine

edith lewis

iris liberman

kelsey libner

George liker

Joan k. lince

susan e. linder

ruth clare lipper

charlotte lipson

irma P. lobel

annea F. lockwood

catherine lomuscio

Frank lomuscio, Jr.

susan london

russell longano

renee F. lord*

Mona lourie

karyl charna lynn   

Marion lynton

Virginia s. lyon

chris Macleod

Jan Maier

bella Malinka

Hermes Mallea

carey c. Maloney

Faye Mandel

beatrice Mangin

thomas a. Manning

tessie c. Mantzoros

Jack M. Marcus*

lois G. Marcus

ronald a. Margulis

betty Marks

raymond M. Marsh

lorraine Mashioff

Harry M. Matthews, Jr.

Janet r. and Hillel Maximon

lynne Maxwell

Gregg Mayer

M.J. Mcauliffe

bridget s. Mccarthy

charles Mccown

ann McGowan

ann F. McHugh

susan Mckeon

Frederick Mckinnon

robert Mclaughlin* and  

norma McMillan

Josephine Mcsweeney

bonnie l. Mechanick

robert l. Meineker

Phyllis Melhado

robert Menschel

Marina Mercado

Guy Merckx

colman G. Merithew

thomas Mermall

Jaymie Meyer

Mr. and Mrs. louis Meyer

kay Michaels

ann davidson Michell

bernice Migdal

Marcia d. Miller

naomi Miller

Joan Mintz and robinson 

Markel

eileen F. Monaghan

roy and alma Moore

william r. Moran

Marion e. Morey

amanda Morford-lovett

Vacera Morgan

evelyn Morgenbesser

Jack Morgenstein

susan Morgenthau

dolores o. Morris

Jill M. Morris

norma Morris

dorothy Mosheim*

rhoma Mostel

Priscilla Muller

carol F. Mungin

winthrop r. Munyan

irene stober Murphy

Murray l. nathan*

Pamela Miller ness and  

Paul ness

carol r. netzer

dr. carol neuls-bates

barbara newman

Mr. and Mrs. bruce lindsley 

newman

diane allen nixon

dr. tony noice

Malcolm c. nolen

demetra k. notaras

eleanor november

anita o'Gara

doris ohlsen

Gertrude oothout

Helene and Martin 

oppenheimer

Henry d. owen*

Geoffrey* and nancy Paine

nicole Paisner

naomi andrews Palmer

barbara lee Parker

richard Pasqual

rosalie Pataro

carol ann Payne

irene b. Payne

Marion Pearce

Judith b. Pegg

edith Penty

anne Perkins

Gregory J. Peterson

barbara Petroske

lemoine Pierce

Geri and lester Pollack

Paula Praeger

eleanor Pripadcheff

lourdes Proto

robert w. radtke

diane J. radycki

Fyat raines

Howard rapp

Mary ratcliffe

Marilyn b. reagan

John reeser

John e. reilly, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Michael reiss

trudy reitz

Geraldine remington

Michelle a. ridgely

rosina l. ripton

Muriel robbins

Gilda roberts

wayne a. robinson

ruthjane robitaille

barbara rodgers

rama rodvien

Mr. and Mrs. edward H. 

roesner

Marian rogers

Myron sulzberger rolfe

Jose romeu, M.d.

top Five libraries for programs 

Mid-Manhattan library
43,898 participants | 1,356 programs

Stephen a. Schwarzman Building
42,504 participants | 834 programs

Bronx library Center
40,199 participants. | 1,921 programs

Seward park library
37,695 participants | 1,695 programs

library for the performing arts
30,869 participants | 258 programs
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the dorothy and lewis b. cullman endowment for the library for 

the Performing arts

the dorothy and lewis b. cullman Fund for the Performing arts 

research center 

the lewis b. and dorothy cullman endowment for the science, 

industry and business library

charles e. culpeper Foundation Fund

Mina kirstein curtiss Fund 

irvin dagen and Margaret w. dagen endowment

dance special acquisitions Fund

anne e. de la renta cataloging endowment Fund

anne e. de la renta endowment Fund

Gladys k. delmas endowment to support collections in Music 

and dance at the library for the Performing arts 

Gladys and Jean delmas endowment for the Performing arts 

research center

Jean Paul delmas book Fund 

Jean Paul delmas endowment for the Music division

the susan and douglas dillon chief librarian of the oriental 

division Fund

ruth w. dolen Fund 

the dorot chief librarian of the Jewish division and bibliographer 

in Jewish studies Fund 

the dorot Foundation Fund for the dorot Jewish division

katrina and andreas c. dracopoulos Family endowment for  

young audiences

Martin duberman lGbt Visiting scholars endowment

James H. duffy staff education endowment Fund

e.H.a. Foundation endowment for literacy Programming

e.H.a. Foundation new york city endowment

william Falencki book Fund for Polish Materials

the Feder endowment Fund

the Gregory and linda Fischbach endowment Fund for 

collections

barbara and lawrence Fleischman endowed book Fund

the barbara G. and lawrence a. Fleischman executive director for 

the new york Public library for the Performing arts Fund

the Ford Foundation Fund for the scholars-in-residence Program 

at the schomburg center for research in black culture

the Ford Foundation Fund for the theatre on Film and tape 

archive at the new york Public library for the Performing 

arts

Ford Funds 

the ann and richard Fudge endowment Fund

adele dembiec Gehler endowment Fund

dr. and Mrs. bernard r. Gelbaum endowment

the new york Public library General book Fund endowment

the Getty endowment for recorded sound 

Getty literary endowment 

the Joanna Jackson Goldman Memorial lecture endowment 

Fund

barbara Goldsmith endowment Fund for Preservation and 

conservation

the Horace w. Goldsmith Foundation cataloging endowment

the Jean and Jula Goldwurm Memorial Foundation endowment 

Fund

Jula Goldwurm endowment for opera and classical  

Vocal Music collections

tutor Shanita lawrence (center) volunteers several times a week at Clason’s point library, where she helps children doing their homework, teens filling out college 
applications, and adults studying for civil service exams.

popular CDs in FY ’12

THE FAME MONSTER Lady GaGa
THRILLER 25 Michael Jackson
THE SOuND OF MuSIC

established with Gifts or pledges of $100,000 or More 
the Hugh leander adams, Mary trumbull adams and  

Hugh trumbull adams Public library Fund 

allen & company incorporated book Fund 

altman Foundation endowment Fund

karen and tucker andersen book Fund

anheuser-busch endowment Fund for the schomburg center for 

research in black culture

rita and Helen anton endowment Fund for the Jewish division 

and the library for the Performing arts

arents Fund

astor Fellowship Fund

the brooke russell astor chief librarian of rare books and 

Manuscripts Fund 

the brooke russell astor children’s literacy endowment

brooke russell astor endowment Fund for books

the Vincent astor Foundation Fund

the Vincent astor Foundation Fund for the branch libraries

George F. baker Fund 

Mr. and Mrs. timothy r. barakett endowment for children’s and 

young adult Programs and services

salo w. & Jeannette M. baron Foundation endowment Fund

celeste bartos Forum conservation Fund 

celeste bartos Fund for exhibitions

celeste bartos Fund for Public education Programs

the celeste and adam bartos endowment Fund

the celeste bartos and Jonathan altman endowment Fund

Mahnaz ispahani bartos and adam bartos exhibitions Fund

carrie sperry beinecke Fund

Harold b. benenson endowed book Fund

Henry w. and albert a. berg Fund 

the Margaret liebman berger endowment Fund

the Helen bernstein award for excellence in Journalism Fund

the Helen bernstein chief librarian for Periodicals and Journals 

Fund

the John s. billings Memorial Fund 

the John and constance birkelund endowment Fund

dennis l. bonner Fund for the schomburg center for research in 

black culture

the william G. bowen endowment for technology and 

scholarship

Jean Macelwee brown endowment Fund

Margaret l. brown Fund for the care and Preservation of 

Manuscripts

the M. ronald brukenfeld book Fund in honor of  

Marjorie loggia

susie brummer endowment for the Processing of Materials in the 

Music division 

the ben F. bryer, M.d., F.a.c.s., endowment Fund to improve the 

quality of life through education

the sally and samuel c. butler endowment Fund

samuel c. butler History collections endowment Fund

Joe a. callaway endowment Fund for the theatre collection 

Joan Hardy clark book Fund

Peter a. and elizabeth s. cohn endowment

lois collier endowment for services to immigrant 

communities

charles H. contoit Fund for the branch libraries 

katharine cornell endowment Fund 

the thomas b. costain endowment for the center for the 

Humanities

Mildred and emma crowell endowment Fund

the dorothy and lewis b. cullman curator for theatre Fund

the dorothy and lewis b. cullman endowment for the center for 

scholars and writers

naMeD enDoWMent FunDS  

ellen e. Schultz was awarded the 2012 Helen Bernstein Book award for 
excellence in Journalism at a ceremony in June for her book Retirement Heist. 
She is pictured with James F. Hoge, the Selection Committee Chair.
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the andrew w. Mellon Foundation technological Planning 

Fund

the robert b. Menschel curator of Photography Fund

the robert and Joyce Menschel director for the science, industry 

and business library Fund

the Merck company Foundation endowment Fund for the 

schomburg center for research in black culture

kathryn and Gilbert Miller Fund endowment for the theatre on 

Film and tape archive 

the irma and Paul Milstein division of United states History, local 

History and Genealogy endowment Fund

J.P. Morgan & company incorporated Fund for the economic and 

Public affairs division

william c. Morris endowment Fund

the belle and Murray l. nathan endowment for the dance 

collection 

national endowment for the arts Fund for the dance 

collection

national endowment for the arts Fund for the Performing arts 

research center

national endowment for the Humanities endowment for  

the Manuscripts and archives division

national endowment for the Humanities Fund for Humanities 

acquisitions

the susan and donald newhouse Fund for the center for scholars 

and writers

the susan and donald newhouse Fund for the schomburg 

scholars-in-residence Program

esther tow newman and stephen Gottlieb endowment

shoichi noma book endowment for oriental Materials 

nyerere Fund

the Family of donald and Mary oenslager Fund for the library for 

the Performing arts

Maurice J. oringer Fund

Max Palevsky endowment for the robert b. silvers lecture 

william s. Paley book Fund 

the Parsons Family Foundation endowment Fund for schomburg 

collections

oliver Payne Memorial Fund 

Peck stacpoole United states History, local History and 

Genealogy endowment Fund

Jacob Perlow Fund

carl H. Pforzheimer Fund 

the carl and lily Pforzheimer Foundation, inc.

lionel i. Pincus endowment Fund for the Map division

Fairlie Honeyman Popovic endowment Fund for librarian 

scholarships 

the Harold Prince Fund for the theatre on Film and tape 

archive

the Henry and Henrietta Quade Foundation endowment 

Fund

the aaron and clara Greenhut rabinowitz chief librarian for 

Preservation Fund 

the aaron and clara Greenhut rabinowitz Fund 

the Hirsch and braine raskin Foundation book endowment

tibor remenyi collection Fund

rhode island corporation Fund

Jerome robbins archive of the recorded Moving image Fund 

the Jerome robbins Foundation endowment Fund for the dance 

division 

alfred w. roberts new york city real estate and real estate law 

collection Fund 

charles e. culpeper endowment from the rockefeller brothers 

Fund for the collections of the schomburg center for research 

in black culture

rockefeller brothers dance documentation endowment 

Fund

rockefeller Foundation Performing arts Fund at the schomburg 

library

david rockefeller endowment Fund 

John d. rockefeller, Jr. Fund 

rodgers and Hammerstein chair for recorded sound Fund

rodgers and Hammerstein Foundation Fund

the elizabeth and Felix rohatyn endowment Fund

the elizabeth and Felix rohatyn endowment Fund for the science, 

industry and business library

billy rose theatre collection Fund 

the Frederick Phineas and sandra Priest rose chief librarian of 

the General research division Fund

the susan and elihu rose Foundation in honor of  

Marshall rose

the Judy r. and alfred a. rosenberg curator of exhibitions Fund 

for the new york Public library for the Performing arts

dr. Herman rosenthal Family Memorial Fund for russian 

collections

elizabeth e. roth Fund 

Helena rubinstein endowment Fund

edna barnes salomon room Fund

the iris and ralph salomon cartographic Preservation endowment 

Fund

the richard and edna salomon Fund

the Fan Fox and leslie r. samuels Foundation Fund for the dance 

collection 

rona and Martin l. schneider endowment for the Print 

collection

irving and sara selis endowment for the andrew Heiskell braille 

and talking book library

leo seltzer endowment

patrons at all 91 nYpl locations proudly declared their allegiance by wearing 
colorful buttons as part of the library’s protect Your roots, 
Support Your Branches public awareness campaign in May.

Howard l. Goodhart Memorial Fund 

John d. Gordan Memorial Fund 

the Vartan Gregorian book stack endowment

lawrence and Phyllis Gross endowment Fund

louise Grunwald endowment Fund

the louise and Henry Grunwald endowment Fund

the susan and John Gutfreund endowment Fund

inez barbour Hadley Fund for the Henry Hadley Memorial 

library

the katherine b. Hadley Fund for conservation

edward s. Harkness Fund 

Mrs. stephen V. Harkness Fund

Mabel Herbert Harper Funds 

Helen and thomas Hastings Fund 

the Howard Haycraft endowment for the center for the 

Humanities

william randolph Hearst endowment for the acquisition and 

Processing of Periodicals in the General research division 

william randolph Hearst Foundation scholarship Fund

drue Heinz book Fund for english literature

Hermione Foundation endowment Fund

roger and susan Hertog endowment Fund

Mahnaz ispahani and adam bartos endowment Fund

isabel c. and walter t. iverson book Fund

carl Jacobs Foundation Photography endowment

robert wood Johnson, Jr. charitable trust Fund

barbara Joseph endowment Fund

Jeremiah kaplan endowment for the social sciences

the barbara l. karatz acquisition Fund

the barbara and william karatz Fund for the center for scholars 

and writers

william w. karatz Fund for acquisitions in the science, industry 

and business library

edward G. kennedy Print Fund 

karen and kevin kennedy endowment Fund

otto kinkeldey Fund for the Music division 

the robert M. kirk Fund for religion of christianity

the ruth and seymour klein endowment for exhibitions provided 

by the bertha and isaac liberman Foundation, inc.

the ruth kleinman Fund

Mr. and Mrs. John klingenstein Foundation endowment Fund

elinor d. krauthamer book Fund

the Jeanette labelson Memorial endowment Fund

roy e. larsen Fund

the Harry lebensfeld Fund for economics and the dorot Jewish 

division

the Paul leclerc endowment Fund for research collections

lewis cass ledyard Fund

lewis cass ledyard legacy

the Martin and sylvia leifer endowment Fund

Mr. and Mrs. robert liberman

the charles J. liebman endowment Fund

the new york Public library Jewish division littauer  

book Fund 

the Frederick loewe Foundation endowment for Musical 

theatre 

the lucille lortel endowment Fund for the theatre on Film and 

tape archive

Jesse lowen Memorial Fund

Harry M. lydenberg Fund

duncan Macdougald, Jr. Fund 

the louisa rice Malkin, rebecca swift Malkin, elizabeth lummis 

Malkin and emily Mason Malkin Fund for literary works

the berthe Manent Fund 

Meyer and Min Manischewitz Foundation inc. endowment 

Fund

the Marie Markus endowment Fund

catherine and donald Marron endowment Fund

donald b. and catherine c. Marron endowment Fund

Helen a. Masten endowment for scholarships for children’s 

librarians 

charles J. Mauro Fund

Joseph and ceil Mazer Jewish division endowment Fund 

william McFarland Fund 

ben Meiselman Fund for opera 

the andrew w. Mellon director of the research libraries 

Fund 

the andrew w. Mellon Foundation Fund for cataloging

the andrew w. Mellon Foundation Fund for Fellowships in the 

center for scholars and writers

the andrew w. Mellon Foundation Fund for the research 

libraries

the andrew w. Mellon Foundation Fund for the schomburg 

center for research in black culture

the andrew w. Mellon Foundation Preservation Fund

the andrew w. Mellon Foundation Preservation Fund for the 

General research collections

popular DVDs in FY ’12

It’s ComplICated (2009)
the BlInd sIde (2009)
alICe In Wonderland (2010)
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GoVernMent FunDInG

the city of new york

empire state development 

corporation

national endowment for the 

arts

national endowment for the 

Humanities

national Film Preservation 

Foundation

national telecommunications 

and information 

administration

new york state council on the 

arts

new york state education 

department

the state of new york

institute of Museum and 

library services

Universal service 

administrative company, 

schools and libraries 

division 

the new York public 
library is supported 
generously by elected 
officials at city, state,  
and federal levels:

City of new York
Mayor Michael r. 

bloomberg

Speaker christine c. Quinn

Comptroller John c. liu
Bronx Borough President  

ruben diaz, Jr.

Manhattan Borough President  

scott M. stringer
Staten Island Borough President 

James P. Molinaro

Council Member Maria del carmen 

arroyo

Council Member 

Gale a. brewer
Council Member  

Fernando cabrera
Council Member  

Margaret chin

Council Member 

inez e. dickens
Council Member 

Helen d. Foster
Council Member 

daniel r. Garodnick
Council Member 

Vincent J. Gentile
Council Member 

Vincent ignizio
Council Member 

robert Jackson
Council Member 

G. oliver koppell
Council Member 

Jessica s. lappin
Council Member 

Melissa Mark-Viverito

Council Member 

rosie Mendez

Council Member 

James s. oddo
Council Member 

annabel Palma
Council Member 

domenic M. recchia, Jr.
Council Member 

Joel rivera
Council Member 

ydanis rodriguez
Council Member 

deborah rose
Council Member 

James Vacca
Council Member 

Jimmy Van bramer 

Council District 12 Vacant 

State of new York
Governor andrew M. cuomo

Lieutenant Governor 

robert J. duffy

Senate Majority Leader dean G. 

skelos

Assembly Speaker sheldon 

silver

Senator rev. rubén diaz, sr.

Senator thomas k. duane

Senator adriano espaillat

Senator ruth Hassell-

thompson

Senator Jeffrey d. klein

Senator liz krueger

Senator andrew J. lanza

Senator bill Perkins

Senator Gustavo rivera

Senator diane J. savino

Senator José M. serrano

Senator daniel l. squadron

Assembly Member  

carmen e. arroyo
Assembly Member  

Michael benedetto
Assembly Member  

nelson l. castro

Assembly Member 

Marcos crespo
Assembly Member  

Michael J. cusick
Assembly Member  

Jeffrey dinowitz
Assembly Member  

Herman d. Farrell, Jr.

Assembly Member  

Vanessa l. Gibson
Assembly Member  

deborah J. Glick
Assembly Member  

richard n. Gottfried
Assembly Member  

carl e. Heastie

Assembly Member  

brian P. kavanagh

Assembly Member 

Micah Z. kellner
Assembly Member  

Guillermo linares

Assembly Member  

nicole Malliotakis
Assembly Member  

daniel J. o’donnell

Assembly Member dan Quart
Assembly Member  

Peter M. rivera

Assembly Member José rivera
Assembly Member  

naomi rivera
Assembly Member  

robert rodriguez

Assembly Member linda b. 

rosenthal
Assembly Membe 

eric stevenson
Assembly Member 

Matthew titone

Assembly Member lou tobacco

Assembly Member keith l.t. 

wright 

united States Congress
Senator kirsten e. Gillibrand

Senator charles e. schumer

Congressman Joseph crowley

Congressman eliot l. engel

Congressman Michael Grimm

Congresswoman  

carolyn b. Maloney

Congressman Jerrold nadler

Congressman  

charles b. rangel

Congressman José e. serrano

Congresswoman nydia M. 

Velazquez

evelyn shrifte endowed book Fund in memory of the  

shrifte Family

almet skeel Fund 

emily e.F. skeel Fund

Joseph and sylvia slifka Foundation endowment

leona sobel endowment Fund for conservation and 

Preservation

Margaret and Herman sokol endowment Fund

Margaret and Herman sokol endowment Fund for the science, 

industry and business library and for the library for the 

Performing arts

Margaret and Herman sokol Public education Fund

the alfred Z. solomon–Janet a. sloane Fashion industry 

endowment Fund

the william augustus spencer Fund

the starr Foundation endowment Fund 

Jules and doris stein Foundation and Jean stein Fund for small 

Press Publications 

Miriam and Harold steinberg Foundation exhibition Fund 

Miriam and Harold steinberg Foundation Fund for drama

saul P. steinberg cataloging endowment 

saul and Gayfryd steinberg endowment for exhibitions 

dorothy strelsin theatre on Film and tape archive 

endowment Fund

lola szladits Memorial Fund for the berg collection

arthur tracy “the street singer” endowment Fund

barbara w. tuchman Fund

Mel and lois tukman endowment Fund

Uris Fund for children’s books

alberto Vitale endowment for the digital library

Joyce von bothmer Fund in honor of Vartan Gregorian

the sue and edgar wachenheim iii endowment Fund for 

exhibition Publications

the sue and edgar wachenheim iii endowment Fund for 

exhibitions 

the sue and edgar wachenheim iii Fund

dewitt wallace endowment Fund

dewitt wallace–reader’s digest Fund for the current  

Periodicals room 

the wallach and wachenheim Families 2011 endowment Fund in 

honor of anthony w. Marx

the Miriam and ira d. wallach 2010 endowment Fund

the Miriam and ira d. wallach cataloging and conservation of art, 

Prints and Photographs Fund

the Miriam and ira d. wallach chief librarian of art, Prints and 

Photographs Fund 

the Miriam and ira d. wallach Fund for the Purchase of items for 

the division of art, Prints and Photographs

bruno walter Memorial Foundation Fund

weatherhead Foundation book Fund 

Hebe weenolsen endowment for british and american 

History

the sue ann and John weinberg director of the center for 

scholars and writers Fund

the John c. whitehead book Fund in honor of nancy dickerson 

whitehead

Payne whitney legacy 

Henry and Muriel winestine Memorial Fund for adult literacy 

Programs

young lions Fiction award endowment

sergei s. Zlinkoff Fund for Medical research and education 

endowment

named endowment Funds established with  
Gifts of $25,000 to $99,999

Florence s. daniels Jewish division endowment

belle c. and Murray l. nathan endowment Fund for 

the theatre on Film and tape archive

Biblion, nYpl’s award-winning ipad app, allows readers to explore the library’s 
collections in new ways. Frankenstein: The Afterlife of Shelley’s Circle was released 
as a complement to the exhibition Shelley’s Ghost: The Afterlife of a Poet.

 ASk nYpL AnSwERED  

112,669 

virginia Woolf typed all her major 
works and other writings on a  
typewriter. But what brand of  
typewriter did she use?

A portable underwood  
typewriter, which was  
common at the time.

quesTiOns in FY ’12
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Children’s and teen programs
Major support for children’s and young adult programming is 

provided by the Mr. and Mrs. timothy r. barakett endowment 

for children’s and young adult Programs and services.

Major support for children’s and young adult programming is 

provided by the katerina and andreas c. dracopoulos Family 

endowment for young audiences.

additional support is provided by the estate of charles J. Mauro; 

the estate of william c. Morris; the estate of esther Manes; new 

york life Foundation; Metlife Foundation; con edison; Mr. and 

Mrs. John klingenstein; beth and christopher kojima; Milton s. 

teicher; Mr. and Mrs. George t. Votis; the walt disney company; 

and an anonymous donor.

all kidsliVe and teenliVe programs are sponsored by the 

katerina and andreas c. dracopoulos Family endowment for 

young audiences.

the new york Public library’s summer reading Program is 

generously funded by Hbo; new york yankees Foundation; 

Hermione Foundation; the rona Jaffe Foundation; target;  

alyce w. toonk; Federal library services and technology act 

funds, awarded to the new york state library by the Federal 

institute of Museum and library services; Jean and louis dreyfus 

Foundation; Pine tree Foundation of new york, inc.; american 

Girl; May and samuel rudin Family Foundation, inc.; nbc 

Universal, and anonymous donors.

support for AntiProm 2012: Monster Prom was provided by the 

Mr. and Mrs. timothy r. barakett endowment for children’s and 

young adult Programs and services. special thanks to lGbt @

nyPl. 

the Hamilton Grange teen center has been made possible 

through the extraordinary leadership support of the starr 

Foundation, Mr. and Mrs. arnold Goldstein, and Hess 

corporation, with additional support from Mr. and Mrs. Martin J. 

Gross, dwight and Julie anderson, Mr. and Mrs. George t. Votis, 

and the barker welfare Foundation, along with contributions 

from the estate of everett a. eisenberg, susan Fales-Hill, and  

nickelodeon’s big Help Grants Program.

the “new chapter” program was made possible by the generous 

support of McGraw-Hill.

citi is a proud partner of Mylibrarynyc. 
 
adult programs 
the library’s adult literacy and english language programs are 

made possible through the generous support of the Mayor’s 

office of adult education as part of the new york city adult 

literacy initiative; the lois M. collier endowment Fund; Federal 

workforce investment act, title ii funding administered through 

the new york state education department; new york city 

department of youth and community development; the kagan 

Fund; new york state coordinated outreach services Program; 

the bailey endowment for english language learning Programs; 

new york state library’s adultliteracy library services grant 

program; the staten island Foundation; the richard salomon 

Family Foundation; Millicent b. yinkey Fund; Murray G. and 

beatrice H. sherman charitable trust; and an anonymous donor.

puBlIC proGraM Support

liVe from the nyPl is made possible with generous support from 

celeste bartos, Mahnaz ispahani bartos and adam bartos, and the 

Margaret and Herman sokol Public education endowment Fund, 

with additional support from the rolex Mentor & Protégé arts 

initiative, sutherland asbill & brennan llP, and christie’s.

the dorothy and lewis b. cullman center for scholars and 

writers is made possible by a generous endowment from dorothy 

and lewis b. cullman in honor of brooke russell astor, with 

major support provided by Mrs. John l. weinberg, the andrew 

w. Mellon Foundation, the estate of charles J. liebman, John and 

constance birkelund, the samuel i. newhouse Foundation, and 

additional gifts from the Gilder lehrman institute of american 

History, Mel and lois tukman, the Mrs. Giles whiting Foundation, 

Helen and roger alcaly, the rona Jaffe Foundation, william w. 

karatz, Mary ellen von der Heyden, Merilee and roy bostock, 

lybess sweezy and ken Miller, and cullman center Fellows.

Up from the Stacks was co-commissioned by the dorothy and 

lewis b. cullman center for scholars and writers at the new 

york Public library and lincoln center for the Performing arts for 

target Free thursdays at the david rubenstein atrium.

the celeste bartos education center at south court is made 

possible through the extraordinary generosity of celeste 

bartos. additional leadership support was provided by the starr 

Foundation and the altman Foundation.

Periodically speaking is made possible in part by support from the 

axe-Houghton Foundation; the new york state council on the 

arts, a state agency; the new york city department of cultural 

affairs; the national endowment for the arts; and Friends of 

clMP.

exhibitions
support for the new york Public library’s exhibitions Program 

has been provided by celeste bartos, sue and edgar wachenheim iii, 

Mahnaz ispahani bartos and adam bartos exhibitions Fund, and 

Jonathan altman.

Metlife Foundation is the lead corporate sponsor of the 

centennial exhibition Celebrating 100 Years and related 

programming. additional support for the library’s centennial 

celebration has been made possible through an endowment 

established by family and friends of the late richard b. salomon, 

and by bank of america, the skeel Fund, the blackstone 

charitable Foundation, asprey, wells Fargo, celeste bartos,  

The Wall Street Journal, the Metropolitan transportation authority, 

titan, wabc-tV/channel 7, Penguin classics, and Gotham 
Magazine.

support for Shelley’s Ghost: The Afterlife of a Poet has been 

generously provided by the aronson and Pforzheimer Families.

Biblion Frankenstein: The Afterlife of Shelley’s Circle has been 

made possible by the continuing generosity of sue and edgar 

wachenheim iii.

Metlife Foundation is the lead corporate sponsor of the Lunch 
Hour NYC exhibition and related programming.

additional support for Lunch Hour NYC has been generously 

provided by the dorothy and lewis b. cullman center for 

scholars and writers.

library for the performing arts
the new york Public library for the Performing arts gratefully 

acknowledges the leadership support of dorothy and lewis b. 

cullman. additional support for exhibitions has been provided 

by Judy r. and alfred a. rosenberg and the Miriam and Harold 

steinberg Foundation.

nYpl’s Dorothy and lewis B. Cullman Center for Scholars and Writers 
and lincoln Center for the performing arts for target Free thursdays at 
the David rubenstein atrium co-commissioned Up from the Stacks, a new 
musical theater piece by artist Ben Katchor and musician Mark Mulcahy.

the Silent Clowns film series at the library for the performing arts features 
classic works by such performers as Harold lloyd (above).
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oFFICe oF tHe 
preSIDent 

President and Chief Executive Officer

anthony w. Marx

Chief of Staff

Melvin Galloway

leGal DepartMent 

Vice President, General Counsel,  

and Secretary

Michele coleman Mayes

 
Deputy General Counsel and  

Assistant Secretary

Jacqueline F. bausch

Associate General Counsel 

Matthew s. lansburgh 

Assistant General Counsel

bridget smith 

eXternal aFFaIrS 

Communications and 
Marketing
Vice President for Communications and 

Marketing 

kenneth weine 
(as of February 2013)

Director, Public Relations and Marketing

angela Montefinise

 
Director, Multimedia Content

James Murdock

Acting Director, Publications and  

Graphic Design

elizabeth Hays

Development and 
Membership
Vice President for Development 

Jennifer Zaslow 

Director, Membership and  

Online Giving

Jessica cassidy 

Senior Director, Corporate Partnerships

 and Special Events 

 Vanessa novak 

Director, Development Services

denise szabo 

Director, Foundations Strategy 

kathleen riegelhaupt 

Director, Foundations and  

Government Grants

yvonne Hoeft 

Senior Director of Individual Giving and 

Major Gifts

ryan cairns 

Director, Planned Giving

John bacon

Director, Individual Giving and Major Gifts

Jadrien steele

Acting Director, Membership and  

Online Giving

shanta Mali

Government affairs
Vice President for Government and 

Community Affairs 

George Mihaltses 

Associate Director for Government and 

Community Affairs 

stephanie Martinez-ruckman

Central SerVICeS

Chief Operating Officer

david G. offensend

Finance
Vice President for Finance 

sharon Hewitt watkins

Chief Investment Officer

todd M. corbin

Director, Budget and Planning

Marjoel Montalbo

Controller

Jankie beharry

Director, Procurement

Joseph P. brucia, Jr.

 
Strategic planning
Vice President for Strategy

Jeffrey roth

Director of Strategy

Micah May

Director of the Website

Matt Morgan

Manager, NYPL Labs

benjamin Vershbow

Manager, Internal Systems 

chris Mulholland

Director of Merchandising

sara abraham

literacy specialist Shawanda Williams Scott (right) at Mott Haven library 
helped leticia Cruz bolster her academic skills and prepare for the GeD.

StaFF As of december 31, 2012

support for The Great American Revue: How Florenz Ziegfeld, 
George White and Their Rivals Remade Broadway has been 

generously provided by community Funds, inc.– luesther t. 

Mertz advised Fund, susan brown barry, angela lansbury, and 

Mr. and Mrs. Harry e. Gould, Jr. 

support for Star Quality: The World of Noël Coward has been 

provided by the noël coward Foundation with additional 

support from the nancy Jones beard Foundation, alan brodie 

representation, christopher cara, audré carlin, dany dasto, 

dreamworks theatricals, donald Fowle, samuel French, inc., 

Patricia and norman Friedman, the irvine Foundation, the 

dorothy loudon Foundation, George and audrey Moore, 

Francine Pascal, the shubert organization, norman Vale, 

warner/chappell Music, and duane wilder.

the lPa cinema series is made possible with funding from the 

new york state council on the arts with support from Governor 

andrew cuomo and the new york state legislature.

Science, Industry and Business library
Financial literacy programming at the new york Public library is 

made possible by the generous support of McGraw-Hill.

Job search @ nyPl programming is made possible by the 

generous support of the JPMorgan chase Foundation.

the new york Public library’s Money Matters series is made 

possible thanks to the generous support of McGraw-Hill.

the 2012 new york startUP! business Plan competition is 

generously sponsored by citi Foundation.

Schomburg Center for research in Black Culture
schomburg center programs are supported in part by the city 

of new york, the new york city council, the state of new york, 

the new york state black, Puerto rican and Hispanic legislative 

caucus, ny city councilwoman inez dickens, ny state senator 

bill Perkins, ny state assemblyman keith l. t. wright, the 

rockefeller Foundation endowment for the Performing arts, and 

annie e. and sarah l. delany charitable trusts.

GMAD at 25: A History in Words and Images
initial funding of the lGbt initiative provided by time warner 

inc., with additional support from M.a.c. aids Fund; arcus 

Foundation; and Friends of the lGbt initiative.

awards
the new york Public library young lions Fiction was founded 

by ethan Hawke, Jennifer rudolph walsh, rick Moody, 

and Hannah McFarland. the award is made possible by an 

endowment created with generous gifts from russell abrams, 

nina collins, Hannah and Gavin McFarland, ethan Hawke, 

stephan loewentheil, rick Moody, andrea olshan and Jennifer 

rudolph walsh.

the Helen bernstein book award for excellence in Journalism 

was established by the new york Public library in 1987 in honor 

of journalist Helen bernstein Fealy. the award honors journalists 

and their important role in drawing public attention to current 

issues, events, or policies.

the brooke russell astor award is given annually by the new 

york Public library to an unsung hero of the new york city 

community, in honor of brooke russell astor and her lifetime 

of service to the city. it was established in 1987 by a generous 

endowment gift made by david rockefeller.

the exhibition Lunch Hour NYC traced the evolution of the midday meal over 
the past 100 years. photographer Berenice abbott captured this Depression-
era street vendor and his wooden cart on north Moore Street.
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Human resources
Vice President for Human Resources

louise shea

Director of Total Rewards

Jennifer levesque

Director of Employee and Labor Relations

terrance neal

Director of Talent Management

Mark berkowsky

Director of HR Shared Services

tracey collins 

Information technology 
Group
 Vice President and Chief Technology 

Officer

Jane aboyoun

 
Director, Service Delivery

robert a. Fornabaio

Director, Network Engineering and 

Telecommunications

richard stalzer

 

Director, Enterprise Applications

Judith M. Johnson

 
Director, Systems Architecture 

and Operations

Jay Haque

 
Director, Technology Initiatives

Vacant

Director, Applications Development

Michelle Gordon

Capital planning 
Vice President, Capital Planning and 

Construction

Joanna M. Pestka

Project Director

Gennaro J. oliva

Facilities and Security 

Vice President for Facilities, Operations, 

and Security

James Pisaniello

Collections and  
Circulations operations
Director, Collections and Circulation 

Operations

christopher Platt

 

Deputy Director, Logistics and Distribution

salvatore Magaddino

 
Assistant Director, Branch Collection 

Development

Miriam tuliao

 
Coordinator, Acquisitions

sheryl katzin

 
Assistant Director, Cataloging

Jeffrey bayer 

Collection Operations Project Manager

Heide Miklitz

Manager, Access Services

natalie caruso

neW YorK 
puBlIC lIBrarIeS

Andrew W. Mellon Director of The New 

York Public Libraries 

ann thornton

Collections Strategy 
Brooke Russell Astor Director

Victoria steele

Assistant Director, Archives & Manuscripts 

& Charles J. Liebman Curator of 

Manuscripts

william stingone

The Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Assistant 

Director for Art, Prints and Photographs 

& Robert B. Menschel Curator of 

Photography

stephen Pinson

Susan and Douglas Dillon Head of 

Collection Development 

denise Hibay

Assistant Director, Special Formats 

Processing

rick d. Hunter

Aaron and Clara Greenhut Rabinowitz 

Assistant Director for Preservation

evelyn Frangakis 

Manager of Archives and Manuscripts

Melanie yolles

Curator, The Henry W. and Albert A. Berg 

Collection of English and American 

Literature 

isaac Gewirtz

Curator for Business, Economics and 

Politics

John balow

Curator, Dorot Jewish Division & Slavic, 

Baltic, and East European Collections 

stephen david corrsin

Helen B. Bernstein Librarian for 

Periodicals and Journals

karen Gisonny

Curator, The Carl H. Pforzheimer 

Collection of Shelley and His Circle 

elizabeth denlinger

Curator, Prints

Madeleine Viljoen

Curator of Rare Books

Michael inman 

Visitors at Mid-Manhattan library

117,764
per month

3,872
per day

busiest time 
of day:  
1–2 PM 

Geospatial Librarian and Curator of Maps

Matt knutzen 

reference and  
research Services
Director, Reference and Research Services 

Jennifer engstrom

exhibitions
Assistant Director, Exhibitions 

susan rabbiner

lIVe from the nYpl
Director of LIVE from the NYPL

Paul Holdengräber

Dorothy and lewis B. Cullman 
Center for Scholars and 
Writers
Sue Ann and John Weinberg Director, 

Dorothy and Lewis B. Cullman Center  

for Scholars and Writers 

Jean strouse 

Stephen a. Schwarzman 
Building 
Chief Librarian

sumie ota 

Rose Librarian for Public Service,  

General Research Division

Marie coughlin

Chief, Art Information Services

clayton kirking

Assistant Chief Librarian, Jewish Division

roberta saltzman

Manager, Map Division 

katherine cordes

Manager, Irma and Paul Milstein Division 

of United States History, Local History 

and Genealogy

Maira l. liriano

Managing Librarian, Children’s Center

louise lareau 

Manager, Periodicals and Microforms

diane serrano

the new York public library 
for the performing arts
The Barbara G. and Lawrence A. 

Fleischman Executive Director for 

The New York Public Library for the 

Performing Arts

Jacqueline Z. davis

Assistant Director for Administrative and 

Access Services

don Francis baldini

Director, Jerome Robbins Archive of the 

Recorded Moving Image

tanisha r. Jones

Curator, Jerome Robbins Dance Division

Jan schmidt

Chief, Music Division

George boziwick

Curator, Rodgers and Hammerstein 

Archives of Recorded Sound and The 

American Music Collection

Jonathan Hiam

Curator, Billy Rose Theatre Division

karen nickeson

Curator, Theatre on Film and Tape Archive

Patrick Hoffman

 
Digital Curator for the Performing Arts

douglas reside

Judy R. and Alfred A. Rosenberg  

Curator of Exhibitions 

Shelby Cullom Davis Museum 

barbara cohen-stratyner

Manager, Programs and Special Events

cheryl raymond 

Schomburg Center for 
research in Black Culture
Director

khalil Gibran Muhammad 

Deputy Director

kara tucina olidge

Assistant Director for Collections and 

Services & Curator, Manuscripts, 

Archives and Rare Books Division 

diana lachatanere

Curator of Digital Collections 

sylviane a. diouf

Associate Chief Librarian, Jean Blackwell 

Hutson General Research and Reference 

Genette Mclaurin

Curator, Photographs and Prints Division

Mary yearwood

Science, Industry and 
Business library
Director 

kristin Mcdonough 

Assistant Director

Madeleine cohen

Operations Manager

anne lehmann

Head of Technical Processing 

bogdan Horbal

Manager of Access Services

angel Pagan

puBlIC SerVICe 

Vice President for Public Service

anne l. coriston

Director of Library Sites and Services

kevin winkler

Director of Educational Programs

Margaret Jacobs

Chief Librarian, Mid-Manhattan Library

theresa Myrhol

 
Chief Librarian, Andrew Heiskell Braille 

 and Talking Book Library

caroline ashby

 
Managing Librarian, St. George Library 

Center

lorraine ruiz

 
Managing Librarian, Bronx Library Center

sharon Jarvis

 
Managing Librarian, Grand Central 

Library

Jyna scheeren

Sisters terry and Frances Ziccardi have been patrons at Kingsbridge library for 36 years. librarian Martha 
Gonzalez-Buitrago (center) assists them in finding new books, music, movies, and friends.

Staff at SIBl’s Financial literacy Central help patrons with a variety of personal finance and business topics, 
including taxes, debt, and investing.
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library network
Managers
Bronx—Bronx Library Center Hub

Vacant

 Bronx—Parkchester Hub

Gesille dixon

 

Manhattan—Countee Cullen Hub

Michael alvarez

 
Manhattan—Seward Park Hub

caryl soriano

Staten Island—St. George Library Center 

Hub

yolanda renee Gleason

 
library Managers
Aguilar Library

Vianela rivas

 
Allerton Library

denise lyles

 
Battery Park City

Francesca coraggio 

Baychester Library

leslie brown

Belmont Library

danielle youmeni

Bloomingdale Library

rebecca dash donsky

Castle Hill Library

yilda l. rodriguez

 
Chatham Square Library

emily nichols

 
City Island Library

irma cancel

Clason’s Point Library

Melissa davis

 
Columbus Library

sadeqwa atkinson

 
Countee Cullen Library

Victor simmons

 

Dongan Hills Library

kyoko wells

Eastchester Library

Joan aikens

Edenwald Library

charity Goh

 
Epiphany Library

Genoveve stowell

 
58th Street Library

John bhagwandin

 
Fort Washington Library

Jennifer Zarr

 
Francis Martin Library

linda Jones

 
George Bruce Library

tiffany alston

Grand Concourse Library

Gloria Hughes

Great Kills Library

annamaria carluzzo

Hamilton Fish Park Library

norma acevedo

 
Hamilton Grange Library

carol small

 
Harlem Library

donna Murphy

 
High Bridge Library

Margaret Fleesak

 
Hudson Park Library

John Flood

 
Huguenot Park Library

steven Horvath

Hunt’s Point Library

Gilbert arroyo

Inwood Library

yajaira Mejia

Jefferson Market Library

Frank collerius

 
Jerome Park Library

liana acevedo

Kingsbridge Library

Martha Gonzalez-buitrago

 
Kips Bay Library

kaydene Humphrey

Macomb’s Bridge Library

Junelle carter

 
Melrose Library

dawn M. Holloway

 
Morningside Heights Library

thaddeus krupo

Morris Park Library

sandy Henry 

Morrisania Library

colbert nembhard

 
Mosholu Library

Jane addison-amoyaw

 
Mott Haven Library

Jeanine thomas cross

 
Muhlenberg Library

ashley F. curran

 
Mulberry Street Library

Jennifer craft

 
New Amsterdam Library

kimberly spring

 
New Dorp Library

adriana blancarte-Hayward

 
96th Street Library

william seufert

= 88,889
HourS oF
Volunteer
SerVICe

1,593
lIBrarY VolunteerS × 55.8

HourS oF SerVICe 
per Volunteer

We love our Volunteers

115th Street Library

tequila davis

 
125th Street Library

kenneth wright

Ottendorfer Library

kristin kuehl

Parkchester Library

wendy archer

Pelham Bay Library

debra acosta

Port Richmond Library

Patricia kettles

 
Richmondtown Library

bridget salvato

Riverdale Library

rebecca lorena brown-barbier

 
Riverside Library

Magally Gomila

 
Roosevelt Island Library

Miranda Murray

 
St. Agnes Library

yolounda bennett-reid 

Sedgwick Library

samuel ansah

 
Seward Park Library

laura rifkin

 
67th Street Library

Jill rothstein

 
Soundview Library

olive baker

 
South Beach Library

elizabete Pata

 
Spuyten Duyvil Library

tim tureski

 
Stapleton Library

robert Gibbs

 

Terence Cardinal Cooke–Cathedral 

Library

christina Park
Throg’s Neck Library

tanya willis

Todt Hill–Westerleigh Library

Jeanise labrew

 
Tompkins Square Library

colleen castellani

Tottenville Library

courtney castellane

Tremont Library

sandra Pugh

 
Van Cortlandt Library

laura biasotti-Figueroa

 
Van Nest Library

david nochimson

 
Wakefield Library

lakisha brown

 
Washington Heights Library

closed for renovation

 
Webster Library

Jean Pamphile

West Farms Library

omisha covington-isidore

West New Brighton Library

tanisha d. litrell

Westchester Square Library

tambra Gill

 
Woodlawn Heights Library

rana smith

 
Woodstock Library

corey M. rodriguez

Yorkville Library

Gladys sanders-Valdes

technology training 
programs 
Manager of Technology Training

brandy Mcneil

adult learning Centers 
Literacy Project Director

ken english

outreach Services
Associate Director, Outreach Services

nicholas Higgins

Volunteers program
Manager

Maura Mulle

 

Children’s librarian thea taube brings stories to life at ottendorfer library.

librarian Jyna Scheeren (right) at Grand Central library served as a source of 
support for patron leironica Hawkins, who relied on the branch for computer 
access while she was living in a shelter. 
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as of december 31, 2012, more 

than 2,300 staff members were 

engaged in the work of the new 

york Public library. Unfortunately, 

there is not room to list all of 

their names in these pages.
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the new york Public library has continued to drive 
several major strategic initiatives essential to its 
mission in an increasingly digital world—despite 
continuing erosion in operating support from the city 
of new york. Most notably these initiatives include:

• Central Library Plan. The Library has unveiled 
a design for this $300 million transformation of 
the stephen a. schwarzman building, which will 
provide more and better space and service for 
library users, a superior preservation environment 
for its invaluable collections, and yield financial 
benefits equivalent to $15 million per year. thanks 
to a $150 million capital commitment from the 
city and the sale of various real estate assets, the 
library now has the financial resources in hand to 
undertake this project.

• Branch Library Programming. The Library has 
launched pilot programs to evaluate a quantum 
increase in programs provided through the branch 
libraries in order to increase the library’s impact 
in new york city. computer training, literacy and 
english classes for immigrants, and after-school 
programs for children are all being explored. 
one particularly exciting program is the library’s 
recently announced partnership with new york 
city schools, which makes the library’s collections 
directly accessible to teachers and students 
throughout new york city public schools. initial 
results indicate that students with such access are 
three times more likely to be reading a book.

• The Virtual Library. The Library is investing 
steadily to improve its online presence—adding 
content, tools to make it easier to find and use 
content, and features to enable users to connect 
with one another to build a robust online literary 
community. the virtual library and the virtual 
library community are the natural extension of 
what exists in the white marble physical being, and 
central to nyPl’s future.

despite the decline in city operating support—down 
14% or $20 million between fiscal years 2008 and 2012, 
excluding reimbursements for pension and inflationary 
expense increases—the library’s core services have 
shown excellent growth over the same period:

• annual visits have grown 12%, to 18.2 million,
• annual circulation has grown 44%, to 28.3 million, and
• web visits have grown 15%, to 32.3 million.

and on top of this performance, nyPl is launching the 
central library Plan, enhancing branch programming, 
and the virtual library initiatives.

Having lost $20 million in city support, how is this 
possible?

the simple answer is the increasing generosity of new 
yorkers in times of need. Private cash donations of 
all sorts (including restricted and unrestricted gifts, 
bequests, and endowment gifts) grew from $54 million 
in the year ended June 2007 to $98 million in the year 
ended June 2012. this generosity is truly inspiring as it 
is the embodiment of many individuals stepping up in 
tough times to support a beloved bedrock new york 
institution that serves so many—the very symbol of 
democracy and freedom of information.

david G. offensend
treasurer
February 2013

report oF tHe treaSurer
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operatInG reVenueS    

City of New York

State of New York

Federal government

Contributed rent and utilities

Private contributions and grants

Investment return appropriated for spending

Fines, royalties, and other revenue

Total operating revenues

operatInG eXpenSeS

Library services 

Fundraising and membership development

Management and general

Total operating expenses

Additions to research collections 

Total operating expenses and additions to research collections

Change in net assets from operating activities, before gains on sales of real estate

Gains on sales of real estate, net

Change in net assets from operating activities

non-operatInG aCtIVItIeS

Endowment contributions and funds designated for long-term investment

Appropriations and contributions for capital

Contributed property for use

Depreciation and amortization

Investment return, net of amounts appropriated 

Postretirement benefits changes other than net periodic benefit cost

Change in value of interest rate swaps

Change in net assets from non-operating activities

Change in net assets 

        
Net assets at beginning of year

Net assets at end of year

2012 2011in thousands of dollars

FInanCIal aCtIVItIeS                        for the years ended june 30, 2012 and 2011

$ 133,170

18,108 

1,377

10,005 

33,012 

 34,982 

 14,094 

244,748  

204,367

9,461

25,639 

239,467 

12,299 

 251,766 

 (7,018)

— 

 (7,018)

14,390 

 13,080 

— 

(20,547)

105,675 

 13,720 

1,839 

 128,157 

121,139

805,639 

$ 926,778   

$ 133,066 

16,391

1,731

10,072

32,110

38,234

12,982

244,586

211,437

8,170

23,308

242,915

10,361

253,276

 (8,690)

80,767

 72,077

45,068

13,118

14,466

(23,158)

(55,257)

(29,306)

(5,255)

(40,324)

331,753

926,778

$ 958,531

aSSetS    

Cash and cash equivalents

Government and other receivables

Contributions receivable, net 

Other assets

Funds held by bond trustee

Investments

Real estate investment used in operations

Fixed assets, net 

Collections

Total assets

lIaBIlItIeS

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities

Deferred revenue—City of New York and other

Long-term debt

Interest rate swaps

Accrued postretirement benefits

Total liabilities

net aSSetS

unrestricted 

Temporarily restricted 

Permanently restricted 

Total net assets

Total liabilities and net assets

2012 2011in thousands of dollars

BalanCe SHeetS                                         june 30, 2012 and 2011

$ 102,888

24,427

82,432

2,052

4,002 

814,313 

 1,084 

301,533 

$ 1,332,731

$ 54,110

104,858

88,490

11,662

146,833

405,953  

241,543 

268,635 

416,600 

926,778

$ 1,332,731

$  97,310

26,210

62,216

2,012

24,631

889,324

1,084

284,821

$ 1,387,608

$ 57,405

87,488

84,510

16,917

182,757

429,077 

295,593

236,691

426,247

958,531

$ 1,387,608
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the new york Public library 
is a not-for-profit education 
corporation incorporated 
under the laws of the state 
of new york. the library 
is exempt from federal 
income tax as an 
organization described 
in section 501(c)(3) of the 
internal revenue code 
and is a publicly supported 
organization under section 
170 of the code. 

recommended Form of Bequest

Gifts and bequests to the Library are deductible under the federal income, estate, 
and gift tax laws. For federal tax purposes, the Library uses its formal corporate 
name: The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations (reflecting 
its incorporation by the consolidation of the Astor Library, the Lenox Library, and the 
Tilden Trust). The Trustees of the Library recommend that for estate planning 
purposes, friends consider the following language for use in their Wills:

“I give and bequeath (dollar amount, percentage of residuary estate, or description 
of property) to The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations, 
Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, Fifth Avenue and 42nd Street, New York, NY 
10018, for the Library’s general purposes.”

If you wish to make a bequest for a specific purpose, it is suggested that you 
consider adding the following language to any restriction you may impose on your 
bequest:

“If at any time in the judgment of the Trustees of the Library the designated purpose 
of this bequest proves to be impracticable or impossible, I authorize the Trustees to 
use the income and principal of this bequest for any purpose they deem to be 
consistent with the general intent and purpose set forth herein.”

Should you decide to leave a bequest to the Library in your Will, you will become a 
member of the Bigelow Society. Created by the Library in 1991, the Bigelow Society 
is an honorary organization whose purpose is to recognize the generosity of indi-
viduals, during their lifetime, who include this institution in their estate plans. The 
Library expresses its gratitude to members by inviting them to special Library events 
and by listing their names in the Annual Report under The Bigelow Society.

If you or your attorney would like to discuss a bequest with a member of the 
Library’s staff, please call John M. Bacon at 212.930.0568, or write to him at planned-
gifts@nypl.org or at the following address: Development Office, Room 73, The New 
York Public Library, Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, Fifth Avenue and 42nd Street, 
New York, NY 10018.
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